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EDITOR’S NOTE
STEWART CLARKE
s consolidation and M&A grip the TV business, we took the
opportunity to speak to some of the people shaping the changes
in this issue. The bosses (
or former bosses)of All3Media, A+E,
BBC Worldwide, FremantleMedia, Banijay, DHXMedia, MGM, Starz
and Zodiak all give their opinions as the business undergoes big changes.
By the time the next MIPCOM rolls around the pecking order among
the producers and distributors will be different, with Endemol-COREShine sitting at the top of the pile (
excluding the US studios)
. All3Media
will be accustomed to life under Discovery Communications and Liberty
Global ownership, Viacom will be working hand-in-glove with Channel 5
and a raft of production companies from Europe and the US will have
been subsumed into larger groups.
Meanwhile, a second wave of indies will come to market as the
executives, whose time was bought along with their companies, get tired
of working with a studio or super- or mega- or giga- indie and start over.
What will the upshot of all of the corporate activity when everyone
heads to Cannes next April or October?Those living outside of the superindie and studio worlds often claim that creativity is stifled in the large
groups – and the big companies are, indeed, grappling with how ideas
should flow through their groups. In the formats world, there haven’t
been many global hits of late, The Voice and Rising Star are the only ones
of note for half a decade (
and the latter has had mixed fortunes of late)
.
Equally, in kids, the last truly global preschool hit was Peppa Pig – and
we speak to Entertainment One about that show in our kids supplement.

A

Editor S tewart C lark e • stewart.clark e@ informa.com
Direct line + 44 (0) 20 7 017 4244 Twitter @ TBIstewart
Deputy editor Jesse W hittock • jesse.whittock @ informa.com
Direct line + 44 (0) 20 7 017 5 8 09 Twitter @ TBI_ Jesse

Perhaps the new consolidated world of TV, plus viewer fragmentation, is
making it harder for content companies and broadcasters to take the risks
that lead to breakout shows.
However, the current crop (
‘wave’ is probably more accurate)of drama
series runs counter to the notion that there is a lack of creativity breaking
through. While unscripted, formats and kids are going through a lean
period, there has never been a better time for drama.
In scripted, the most expensive and complex genre to fund, the
presence of some big beasts (
with big cheque books)is actually driving
some of the best, and most international, drama projects ever seen. Of
course, the presence of Netflix and its SVOD peers helps. It truly is boom
time across the drama business.
TBI headed out to Sweden to check out a new type of US-Scandi noir
in this issue. We also look at movie-inspired TV drama, and a new drama
distribution unit at A+E, previously an unscripted specialist.
We have research and analysis from Eurodata TV, a feature examining
what role there is for the commercial arms of Europe’s pubcasters, and a
rundown of the best formats launching at the market.
See you on the Croisette – or at TBI’s Film &TV Crossroads session
on the first day of the market – or at our annual pub quiz
, run in
conjunction with NATPE, on Wednesday evening.
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VIEW POINT, KATIE O’CONNELL MARSH, CEO, GAUMONT INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION

VIEWPOINT
KATIE O’CONNELL MARSH

he television landscape is
changing. That we know for sure.
With the rise of new platforms
and independent studios entering
into an already competitive
marketplace, there is a plethora of content and
new business models to explore. While this
feeds commerce, it does not necessarily
guarantee art.
To me, the most exciting thing to emerge in
these changing times is the continued rise of the
television auteur: that singular visionary who
handcrafts the narrative stitch by stitch. This is
not to suggest that a team of people don’t
contribute to the production and finished
product, but the emergence of a true creative
heartbeat at the centre of a series is certainly
relevant to the excellence coming from the
small screen.
While this idea is commonplace in the UK,
where often all episodes of a series are written
by a single author, this trend has not been
historically embraced by the US system. There
are exceptions, David E. Kelley and Aaron
Sorkin for example, but for the most part the US
system has embraced large writing staffs
matched with increased oversight from the
network and studio executives.
One reason for the growing emergence of the
television auteur is practical. With shrinking
budgets and reduced number of episodes each

T

season on US cable (
and sometimes broadcast
networks)
, the necessity for a large writing staff
has become more of a luxury. While one’s kneejerk reaction to budget constraints is to protest
the restriction, it’s arguably this very constraint
that can ultimately lead to a greater liberation –
exchanging money for creative freedom. Louis
C.K. is a brilliant example of this. He achieves
such excellence with his revered FXseries not
because he has an unlimited budget, but rather
because he purposefully exchanged budget for
absolute creative freedom and control.
Three years ago, as a newly launching
independent studio, we at Gaumont had to
figure out a way to differentiate from the wellestablished studios. We wanted to provide an
environment for our creative partners to excel
with their visions as unencumbered as possible.
There were various ways we thought to do
that. First, we designed a studio that primarily
focused on straight-to-series production. We felt
that gave our creative partners the best runway
to articulate their narrative vision. Bypassing the
pilot process allowed our creative talent to fully
invest in a series narrative. With a pilot, the
creator, by necessity, ends up focusing on the
buyer with the goal of enticing them to order the
series. When you bypass the pilot and go
straight to series the focus shifts to compelling
the audience with the overall narrative
throughout the season.

The most exciting thing to emerge in these
changing times is the continued rise of the
television auteur, the singular visionary
16 TBI October/November 2014

Second, we engaged in only a few projects
that were built around strong and independent
voices. Bryan Fuller’s adaptation and reimagination of the Thomas Harris oeuvre was
so profoundly specific and magical that the best
thing we could do as a studio was to get out of
Bryan’s way and simply help him realise his
vision from page to screen on Hannibal.
Third, we recogniz
ed that sometimes the
constraints of a series benefitted the creative
vision. I often say the greatest enemy to creativity
is unlimited resources. Having constraints
required a higher degree of innovative thinking
and imaginative problem-solving which is the
very definition of creativity. The aesthetic of
Hannibal was partly driven by this reality.
Finally, we embraced the idea that a
proliferation of voices in the creative process can
negatively impact creative excellence. We
wanted to create an environment of
unparalleled creative freedom and support.
Those series that have a true television auteur
at the centre seem to be rising to the critical top.
Whether it be Nic Piz
z
alotto on True Detective,
Noah Hawley on Fargo or Bryan Fuller on
Hannibal, these shows distinctively share a
common denominator – a cohesive, singular
and unencumbered vision.
Exciting times abound in this changing
television landscape with emerging new
business models and platforms. Let’s not
forget, however, that our industry only truly
thrives if we allow the creative talent to bring
their unique and unfettered visions to fruition.
It’s not about unlimited resources, but it is
about loosening creative oversight and trusting
the creative genius behind the narrative. TBI
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COVER STORY TV CONSOLIDATION

As consolidation and M&A activity continues apace in the TV industry, Stewart Clarke and Jesse
Whittock speak to some of the major players about the change the industry is undergoing
ergers, acquisition and
consolidation are not a
new phenomenon in the
media and entertainment
sector. The clue is in the
names of some of the biggest players, such as
Time Warner and NBCUniversal (
since taken
over by Comcast)
. Meanwhile, a look at the
structure of the European super-indies provides an M&A timeline stretching back over a
decade. However, as Netflix and its counterparts disrupt the value chain, and enormous
tech outfits such as Google and Apple make
content plays, companies already in production and distribution are readying themselves

M
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for this new ultra-competitive environment.
The net effect of the evolution of the media
and entertainment sector is a rush to scale –
and a new world order is being established in
the world of content.
The deal flow has been rapid and is being
stoked by the likes of Endemol, Shine, Zodiak,
Banijay and FremantleMedia. Broadcasters
including ProSiebenSat.1 with its Red Arrow
Entertainment subsidiary and ITV with its
ITV Studios are also active, as are pay TV
channel specialists such as Discovery and
Scripps. Pay TV platform operators are
making plays and a new consolidated giant is
emerging in Sky Europe. Broadcaster/platform

operators such as Modern Times Group are
also in buying mode, adding production
groups and distribution wings to their ranks.
“
I don’t think what is taking place is a
surprise,”says David Frank, the founder of
RDF Media and former CEO of Zodiak Media,
who has just launched a new content
company, Dial Square 86. “
It was predictable
that at some point the consolidators would
start to consolidate, but what is surprising is
the pace at which things are happening.”
The most eye-watering content deal in
prospect is the pending merger of Endemol,
Shine Group and CORE Media Group. This
will bring together 21st Century Fox’s UK-

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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COVER STORY TV CONSOLIDATION

based Shine with a pair of companies owned
by the private equity firm Apollo Global
Management to create what will be the
biggest non-studio content company ever,
with former BSkyB boss Sophie Turner Laing
at the helm. (
Endemol and Shine declined to
contribute to this article.)
In the US, Comcast is buying Time Warner
Cable in a US$45.2 billion deal, and AT&T
has made a US$48.5 billion bid for DirecTV.
The Hollywood studios, already the big beasts
of the content world, are also bulking up at
home and abroad with Sony, NBCU and
Warner Bros. already having a stable of UK
and international prodcos. Warner added the
€200 million (
US$260 million)Eyeworks to
its stable this year and took full control of
Shed Media, rebranding it as Warner Bros.
Television Productions UK.
The current changes will shake up the
established order among the production and
distribution groups. “
It will change it
fundamentally if you rank it by revenue and
profit,”says FremantleMedia CEO Cecile FrotCoutaz
. “
Once Endemol and Shine merge,
FremantleMedia goes from number one to
number two.”
However, scale has pros and cons, the
FremantleMedia boss adds. “
My view is bigger
businesses are not always better,”she says.
“
Scale does allow access to capital, allow you to
offset risk and to take more risks, and it gives
you a global footprint and access to
distribution.”The flip side, she says, is
managing creativity within a large group and
retaining talent. “
The focus needs to be on
people, process and culture, and buying a
whole bunch of production companies will not
get you there.”
Meanwhile, a scarcity of talent and
competition for premium channel-defining
content in a cluttered landscape are driving
the market activity.
“
It all comes out of opportunities on the
content side,”says Roma Khanna, president
of television at US studio MGM, which
recently acquired control of producer Mark
Burnett’s content companies, housing them
under a new United Artists Media Group
banner. “
People need the best storytelling
possible, and the best pipeline to that
storytelling, plus there is now openness to
ideas from all over the world.”
Carmi Zlotnik, managing director of US
premium cabler Starzand buyer of producer

of high-end drama, offers another US
perspective. “
The business has become more
competitive because there are more people in
the scripted game – Netflix, Amaz
on, History
– and there is competition for projects, and
for writers and for directors,”he says. “
There
is no lack of good ideas; there is a lack of
creative people to execute those ideas.”
What unifies a lot of the deal-making is
access to programming, and particularly
scripted. It is, after all a ‘Golden Age of TV
drama’. With more bases, more creative staff,
and more relationships with commissioners
and buyers, the consolidators hope the odds
of getting the next Duck Dynasty or The
Walking Dead are improved.
“
The more places you are in, the more

access you have to talent and ideas, which is
key in content,”says Farah Ramz
an Golant,
the former All3Media CEO who ran the superindie while it was on the block, before it was
sold to a Discovery and Liberty Global holding
company. “
The more geographies, more
places, more platforms you access, the closer
you are to talent and ideas, and the stronger
your buying relationships are.”In the case of
All3, she says, that has meant establishing
footprints in what it considers the top three
markets: the UK, US and Germany.
There is scepticism in some quarters about
whether producers owned by channels can
retain their autonomy. “
The producers
aligned with the platforms say they will
produce for everybody, but there is no

H aving lau nched and bu ilt one of the original
su per-ind ies, R D F, steered it throu gh an IP O
and then ru n the company that acq u ired it,
Z od iak M ed ia, D avid Frank has been at the
heart of mu ch of the d efining M & A and
consolid ation in the TV sector.
H e say s a lot of the consolid ation activity
can be traced back to the changes in the
TV willbe a partof the nextTerms of Trad e in the U K , which allowed
generation businesses,but
prod u cers to retain rights and bu ild
they willlo
ok beyond the
international bu sinesses. “ It was natu ral the
standard pla
tform s and the
lik es of R D F, S hine, S hed and A ll3 wou ld
standard broadcastm odel
move into new genres and into the U S and
other new territories, and the nex t tu rn of the wheel has seen them grow to become even
bigger,” he say s.
A s he starts over with a new content bu siness, D ial S q u are 8 6 , he say s the nex t wave of
consolid ation will be d ifferent from what’s gone before. “ The natu re of the mark et has
changed ,” he say s. “ I’m not su re the nex t siz able grou p will look and feel lik e a trad itional
TV-based prod u ction bu siness. TV will be a part of the nex t-generation bu sinesses, bu t they
will look bey ond stand ard platforms and the stand ard broad cast mod el.”
A s prod u cers, d istribu tors and broad casters grapple with the new, fragmented , content
world , Frank say s D ial S q u are will invest in companies that are embracing, rather than
fearing, the change. “ W hen I left Z od iak , I ask ed my self whether it wou ld be fu n to d o it a
second time. A nd if I’d set ou t to d o it ex actly the same way, it wou ld n’t have been. Bu t it
is ex citing to work with companies that have a fire in their bellies and come with new
bu siness mod els applicable to the mark et as it is tod ay.”
D ial S q u are will operate in three areas: with content creators, with bu sinesses work ing
in tand em with content companies, and with companies d istribu ting content. W ith highlevel consolid ation play ing ou t and the larger ind ies su bsu med into larger grou ps,
opportu nities are being created , Frank say s. “ The ind epend ent sector is lik e that of the early
2000s: it is highly popu lated , bu t there are a lot of companies that d on’t have scale. It’s a
great opportu nity to bu ild again into that vacu u m. If that assu mption is correct, we can
step in as a second -rou nd consolid ator.”

DAVID FRANK, FOUNDER, DIAL SQUARE 86
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CECILE FROT-COUTAZ,
CEO, FREMANTLEMEDIA
W e won’tgetinto the rat
race justbecause everyone is doing it.Eighty per
centof M &A fails
FremantleM ed ia C E O C ecile Frot-C ou taz say s
consolid ation and then fragmentation is a
natu ral cy cle – and the content bu siness is
cu rrently in a consolid ation phase.
S he id entifies d ifferent categories of d eal
tak ing place, with some d riven by an
ind u strial logic su ch as W arner Bros.
acq u iring E y ework s, and others by financial
and sharehold er consid erations su ch as
D iscovery and L iberty ’s A ll3 M ed ia tak eover.
FremantleM ed ia has been part of the
consolid ation story, bu t has tak en a less
aggressive approach than some of its peers
in the latest rou nd of activity. Frot-C ou taz
highlights organic growth opportu nities
su ch as the relau nch of U K d rama banner
E u ston Films with K ate H arwood .
The company has mad e acq u isitions
amid the latest rou nd of bu y ing and selling.
It took a controlling stak e in Jersey S hore
prod co 49 5 P rod u ction earlier this y ear and
u pped its ex posu re to the scripted sector
with a d eal for a 5 1% stak e in D anish
prod co M iso Film last November.
It has also bou ght into G erman online
channel operator D ivimove and mad e a
move for A ll3 M ed ia, bu t Frot-C ou taz say s
FremantleM ed ia won’t be encou raged to d o
d eals simply becau se a lot are being d one
elsewhere.
“ It has to be accretive for ou r
sharehold ers and mak e sense strategically,”
she say s. “ W e won’t ju st get into the rat
race becau se every one else is d oing it. The
risk if y ou d o is that y ou end u p overpay ing,
the company y ou acq u ire d oesn’t fit, and in
three or fou r y ears y ou lose the people.”
S he ad d s: “ E ighty percent of M & A fails.”
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guarantee they will be able to do that in the
future,”one indie boss says. “
When the deals
are done they are no longer indies, they are
the studio/production arms of big groups.”
Becoming part of its new shareholders’
channels and platform businesses will pose
All3 problems in the long run, another top TV
executive tells TBI. “
When you are a TV
production business that is part of a channel
group, you are somewhat constrained. Are
you going to be able to pitch your best ideas to
anybody you want, even if they’re a
competitor of your parent shareholder?It will
be a challenge for the All3 guys.”
Ramz
an Golant counters that the
company’s new owners knew what they were
buying and why. “
The new shareholders
bought the company because they can see the
strength of All3’s federal model,”she says.
“
Other potential buyers might not have
committed to that. We will need to service
[
Discovery and Liberty]
as well as others.”
She adds that the company’s results will not
be consolidated with those of its owners, and
that they are in for the long haul. “
The new
owners are a cable company and a channel

operator; they understand how to manage risk
and see All3 as a strategic long-term play.”
With a question mark over whether
producers aligned with channels will retain
the freedom to work with anybody in the long
term, the channels that have hitherto not
played in the M&A space are forced to take
part – or give it serious consideration – for
fear that they do not have secure pipelines of
content.
Amid the deal frenz
y, the fear among
channels and other consolidators is that they
will be left behind, finding there is nothing
left to buy. “
It feeds itself, it’s an arms race,”
says the boss of one large international
content company. “
If the next guy is bulking
up and everyone else is doing that, the risk is
you wake up five years later and you are small.
And then the big guy can crush you.”
The latest big asset in play is Endemol cofounder J
ohn de Mol’s Talpa Media, with the
Dutch TV veteran – the man who sold
Endemol twice – brushing off talk of a €600
million deal and expecting something closer
to €1 billion. Fox and FremantleMedia are
reportedly among the interested buyers, while

S ean C ohan wears two hats as international
boss of A + E Network s, which operates
channels in 18 0 territories as well as
d istribu ting an 11,000-hou r catalogu e of
programming.
W earing his channel-operator cap, he
ad mits that consolid ation on the platform
sid e brings challenges. “ The bu siness d oes
M &A m ightbe tough on
get tou gher and also more d y namic,” he
say s. “A s a channel operator, if platforms are
operators’m argins,but
consolid ating and merging it might mak e it
consolid
ation has led to
tou gher on margins. On the positive sid e,
innovation in the past
consolid ation in the past has led to
innovation and growth in pay TV.”
H e notes that changes in the G erman pay TV bu siness, with Vod afone bu y ing K abel
D eu tschland , L iberty acq u iring G lobal U nity and K abel BW and 21st C entu ry Fox tak ing
majority control of S k y D eu tschland , have brou ght a new d y namism to the mark et along
with the ad d ed challenges.
“ P artly becau se L iberty and 21st C entu ry Fox got active, a new level of professionalism
and approach to pay has come in, and more investment has been attracted ,” he say s. “ Bu t,
on balance, it is tou gher.”
H owever, look ing at the content-sales sid e of the bu siness, the d efining ind u stry change
in recent y ears – the arrival of Netflix and its cou nterparts as seriou s play ers – is a boon.
“A s a content seller another bu y er can d rive activity arou nd premiu m d rama.”

SEAN COHAN, EVP INT’L, A+E NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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Shine had a €450 million offer rejected flatly
last year. An unidentified Chinese media
group is also being strongly linked to the
Netherlands-based producer, distributor and
broadcaster.
The UK PSBs are adding to the M&A
frenz
y, with the BBC’s commercial arm, BBC
Worldwide, backing prodcos and taking
equity stakes. Channel 4 is doing the same.
Speaking to TBI the morning Worldwide’s
deal for 35% of drama prodco Lookout Point
was announced, BBC Worldwide boss Tim
Davie said: “
There is absolutely no doubt that
the industry is more exciting and competitive
than ever before. It’s critical [
BBC Worldwide
is]clear about where our focus is and where
the threats are. We’re focused on high-quality
programmes, including British drama, and
with Lookout Point we have invested in one of
the finest UK companies. But we’re not a VC;
we’re not here to just invest in stakes in
production companies.”
The race to buy production assets feeds the
M&A cycle, as the people running those
businesses often exit when earn-outs have
been earned and start over. There is also a
layer of seasoned middle managers that see
the start-up and buying and selling activity
and want to strike out on their own. The
bottom line is there will always be new indie
players, although increasingly startups are
backed by the big players from day one.
Zodiak Media CEO Marc-Antoine
d’Halluin notes that management earn-outs,
part and parcel of production-company M&A,
can be problematic and that these issues are
exacerbated in periods of heavy consolidation.
“
I have a philosophy on earn-outs: I’ve seen
them be more destructive than anything else
in this industry,”he says. “
I understand why
we have them, and in some cases they’re the
right thing to do, but they normally pull
things apart at the time you want to bring
them together.”
“
In some sectors the race to scale makes
more sense than others,”says Sean Cohan,
A+E Networks EVP, international. A+E runs
channels and a growing distribution
business, giving Cohan two perspectives. “
On
the production side we see these rollups, but
how much consolidation can there be of
assets based on people and ideas?
”
Steven Denure, president of DHX
Television at DHX Media, says there are
challenges when buying ‘people’ businesses,
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which is one reason it has targeted acquiring
catalogues and bulked up its library (
mostly,
but it has also acquired Degrassi producer
Epitome Pictures)
. A major library deal saw it
acquire the assets of Ragdoll Worldwide,
handing the Canadian company brands
including Teletubbies and In the Night
Garden.
If channels are buying content companies,
the reverse is also true. DHX’s consolidation
activity took a new turn this year when, in
August, DHX Television was created
following the C$17
0 million (
US$153 million)
acquisition by DHX of Family Channel,
Disney XD and Disney J
unior in Canada. That
created a vertically integrated producerdistributor-broadcaster and, along with
Canadian counterpart Corus Entertainment,
the largest international kids-focused media
group outside of the majors.
A key challenge for the consolidators is how
you ensure you are getting the most of the
scale you have achieved and ensure ideas
travel through the group.
At Zodiak, d’Halluin has launched an
International Development board under the

control of ex-Endemol exec, Grant Ross, and
former Zodiak Nordics chief creative officer
J
oel Karsberg. The unit meets every two
months to decide which group formats can be
exploited internationally in the best way, and
so has far led to Swedish shows Dropped and
Trash or Treasure beginning global rollouts.
“
This is not meant to develop centrally, but
to be a selection process for in-house formats
and formats from outside the group, and try
to identify those three or four formats that we
will systematically push across our network of
companies,”he says. “
It sounds simple, but it
wasn’t really in place before.”
Opinion is divided on whether, amid the
rush to scale, bulking up actually offers a
better chance of getting a hit programme
away. What is clear in the unscripted space is
that market conditions are making it tougher
to register an international hit.
Banijay Group CEO Marco Bassetti says the
TV business has not seen a bona-fide hit
format since Talpa Media’s singing show The
Voice. “
There is an increasing difficulty in
launching high-value international formats,”
the former Endemol group president observes.

Farah R amz an G olant joined A ll3 M ed ia in late
2012 and was (rightly ) seen in the ind u stry as
the ex ecu tive brou ght in to secu re a sale of
the prod u ction and d istribu tion grou p after
previou s
attempts
faltered .
H aving
su ccessfu lly shepherd ed the D iscovery /L iberty
d eal throu gh, she has left A ll3 , bu t few
ex ecu tives have a better wind ow on the
The desire for scaleis a
cu rrent rou nd of consolid ation.
consequence of returning
The rebou nd of the U K economy has
confidence in the
brou ght a new recognition of the valu e of
the cou ntry ’s content bu sinesses, she say s.
creative industries
“ There has been a retu rn of confid ence in
the U K economy and creative ind u stries, and recognition that they pu nch above their
weight,” say s R amz an G olant. “ The d esire for scale is a conseq u ence of that. There is now
a sense that content mak es a real economic contribu tion.”
The recognition of the valu e of content goes bey ond the U K , she ad d s. “ Back in the
d ay, the broad casters were seen as bu ild ing a network and bu ild ing the machine, and their
efforts were recognised ,” she say s. “ Now, there is also real u nd erly ing appreciation of the
u nd erly ing valu e of the creative ind u stries to the world ’s respective economies and the
impact of the creative ind u stries can have. If that is the case, [the challenge] is abou t how
y ou can get content.
“ Y ou also k now y ou want the high-q u ality content, the top-valu e retu rning content, not
the med iocrity, and the competition wants that, too.”

FARAH RAMZAN GOLANT, FORMER CEO, ALL3MEDIA
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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The managing director of Talpa’s
international division, Maarten Meijs, adds
that “
the causal link between siz
e and global
hits is relatively weak. It is much more linked
to the creative focus of a company and the
question of whether one can keep a creative
focus when the company has gone through a
significant growth phase”
.
The challenge of buying and integrating
creative companies is one to which the superindie and consolidated groups have taken
different approaches, with some opting for a
hands-on form of management and others a
looser, federal system.
Ramz
an Golant says the All3Media prodcos
have powerful “
tribal affiliations”that must be
respected. “
We are a flotilla of SMEs,”she
says. “
If you squeez
e them all together we are
a super group, but we are 19different P+Ls,
19 different tribes, all with their own
development slates and own financial
directors. It’s a massive challenge and we do
duplicate costs, but we think it increases the
chances of getting commissions away.”
David Frank, meanwhile, says his new

company will run along federal lines, but with
hands-on management from him and his
team, in the same way, he says, RDF operated.
In terms of the geography of consolidation,
well-resourced US companies are driving a lot
of the activity, in part because they are
increasingly alive to the opportunities the
international market offers and in part out of
necessity, as the US pay TV market matures
and the broadcast networks see audiences
decline.
“
There is more and more pressure to have
exposure to international, and a lot of US
companies have woken up to that – and the
inability to build from scratch makes them
buyers,”says A+E’s Cohan.
Ironically, one of the most acquisitive
companies,
US-listed
Discovery
Communications, did build its network of
channels from scratch, putting it ahead of any
other pay TV company globally. However, it
has bought SBS Nordic, for US$1.7billion,
and Eurosport, and the deals mean that its
international business now generates more
revenue than that of the US. It has also

One interesting facet of the u pcoming megaconsolid ation is that Z od iak M ed ia and
Banijay G rou p will lik ely be elevated to the
positions of the biggest tru ly ind epend ent
prod u ction grou ps on the mark et.
“ I believe this consolid ation process is a
big opportu nity for med iu m-siz ed grou ps lik e
Banijay, becau se often belonging to big
This consolid
ation
grou ps implies being less agile, too
bu reau cratic for creatives, and sometimes
process can be good for
the big companies belong to grou ps that are
m edium -sized com panies
competing with their own clients,” say s
lik
e Banija
y
Banijay C E O M arco Bassetti. “ Being a ‘big
ind ie’ is the best positioning.”
The Banijay G rou p was formed in 2008 by former E nd emol France boss S té phane
C ou rbit, who then went abou t acq u iring a nu mber of French and international prod u cers
to grow its own scale to significant siz e. A d eal for S cand inavia’s Nord isk Film TV led to
the creation of d istribu tion arm Banijay International.
S hine has M asterC hef, Talpa has The Voice and E nd emol has Big Brother, bu t Banijay is
still waiting for its tru e break ou t hit. “ I believe that the fact Banijay is not d efined by a
specific format is more an opportu nity than a weak ness,” say s Bassetti. “ It allows u s to
be perceived as a strong company not only in one genre. W e are investing a lot in new
pilots, and we are relau nching u niq u e and important formats lik e Temptation Island in Italy
and P opstars in D enmark . W e believe there can be a brilliant fu tu re for these formats that
are still very u niq u e in their genre.”

MARCO BASSETTI, CEO, BANIJAY GROUP
24 TBI October/November 2014

MARC-ANTOINE D’HALLUIN,
CEO, ZODIAK MEDIA
W e won’tcom pla
in if
som e of our com petitors
are distract
ed by
this consolid
ation
Born ou t of the 2011 merger of the U K ’s R D F
M ed ia and emerging E u ropean grou p Z od iak
E ntertainment, Z od iak M ed ia operates in 15
territories, has a major k id s TV bu siness and
ru ns a su ccessfu l international d istribu tion
wing. D u tch private eq u ity firm D asy m and
Italian med ia grou p D e A gostini are its
primary sharehold ers, meaning financial
back ing is at hand .
H owever, with rival ind ie grou ps set to
become a lot bigger in coming months,
Z od iak is look ing ou t on a new land scape.
“ For me, these are d elicate processes, and
the fact that some of ou r competitors will be
a bit d istracted in some way s is something
we can’t complain abou t,” say s C E O M arcA ntoine d ’H allu in.
D ’H allu in say s a fu rther boon is that
Z od iak is mid -siz ed in each operational
mark et. “ C hannels lik e being in bu siness
with u s becau se we are not try ing to
aggressively leverage k ey content, lik e some
companies have d one in the past,” he say s.
“ U ltimately this can leave them with volu me
d eals they can stu ff with med iocre content
that channels have to swallow.
“ It’s clear that at some point these megacompanies will su ffer from a lack of creativity,
becau se y ou have to give creative people an
u psid e in the su ccesses they create. It’s
easier to stru ctu re that at a mid -siz ed ind ie.”
The Z od iak boss say s the M & A will
continu e. “ The nu mber of small companies
that have been able to d evelop themselves
is bigger tod ay than it was a few y ears ago,”
he say s. “ There’s going to be a constant
theme of these companies growing and
getting su bsu med by bigger companies.”

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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acquired All3, giving it a siz
able production
and distribution machine to sit next to the one
it already has. It has also taken majority
control of kids net The Hub, and next in its
sights is SBS in the Netherlands.
Another pay-TV-to-free-TV play has been
made by Viacom, which has acquired
Channel 5 in the UK for £450 million
(
US$7
38million)
.
Buying into the UK allows acquisitive US
companies a window on the English-language
world, a development that has not gone
unnoticed by the incumbents. In August,
David Abraham, the CEO of UK public
service broadcaster Channel 4, told delegates
at the Edinburgh International TV Festival
that 2014 might be “
peak year of the gold rush
of British television”
.“
In just a few months,”
Abraham said, “
we have seen a spate of deals
that will reshape our industry and alter where
decisions get made and by whom”
, noting

that Channel 5 “
now takes it orders”from
Viacom in New York.
Painting a bleak picture of a consolidated TV
market in the UK, he said: “
Scale demands an
increased focus on cost-cutting and margins,”
and also noted that “
reformatting ideas is
more efficient than the messy business of
finding new ones, [
therefore]fear of risk
overtakes an appetite for it”
. The speech came
as Channel 4 announced that it was getting
into the consolidation game, buying into UK
indies 4 Arrow Media, Lightbox, Popkorn and
True North.
The UK culture secretary, Sajid J
avid,
reacted to Abraham’s speech by saying that
the US companies desire to buy into UK
content businesses was “
a massive vote of
confidence”in the sector.
As the big companies get bigger, one
consequence is that the traditional producerbroadcaster relationship changes. From the

STEVEN DENURE,
PRESIDENT, DHX MEDIA
C onsolid ation has been a constant for
S teven D enu re. The company he cofou nd ed
in 19 9 7 , D ecod e, acq u ired H alifax to create
D H X M ed ia, and that C anad a-listed entity
has proceed ed to bu lk u p with the
acq u isition of D egrassi prod u cer E pitome,
the R agd oll BBC W orld wid e catalogu e and
Technolo
gy and availa
ble
now a trio of C anad ian k id s channels. Before
ca
pit
al
is
driving
t
his
any of this he was at C anad ian stu d io
period of consolid
ation
A lliance, which fatefu lly merged with A tlantis
in 19 9 8 in an earlier rou nd of consolid ation.
“ W e are now in a period of a lot of
consolid ation, for a nu mber of reasons,” he say s. “ There is rapid technological change and
there is available capital. It’s su ch a d isru ptive bu siness environment: A maz on is in the
content bu siness, G oogle is mak ing acq u isitions. There are very large, well-capitalised
companies bu y ing things at big prices, bu t the companies are of a siz e that if it goes
wrong, it won’t k ill them.”
D H X is listed on the Toronto S tock E x change, and acq u isitions are part of the plan. The
C anad ian channels d eal gave the company a 3 6 0-d egree proposition, from d evelopment
to transmission throu gh to international sales. The Family C hannel assets actu ally came to
mark et as telco Bell was forced to pu t them on the block as part of the regu latory signoff on its C $ 3 .4 billion (U S $ 3 .1 billion) d eal for channels grou p A stral M ed ia.
L ook ing ahead , there is the scope to ad d prod cos, and a k een focu s on d igital. “ W e
look at every thing, bu t as the world of content d istribu tion changes, d oes [acq u iring more]
linear channels mak e sense, or shou ld we ex plore new d istribu tion platforms?” D enu re
say s. “ Internationally, we will continu e to focu s on non-trad itional d istribu tion sy stems.
Y ou Tu be is great for ou r catalogu e and a great way to get content ou t there. It’s an
interesting new focu s in a mark et where, trad itionally, linear broad casters haven’t had
enou gh shelf space.”
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perspective of the super-indie, it is a more
balanced discussion when the content
companies have greater heft. For the
broadcaster, it is quite likely it is negotiating
with a company that is part of a group larger
than it is itself.
“
There is a sense of equilibrium in the
relationship now, so we can properly
negotiate; it’s not a supply chain dominated
by the buyer,” Ramz
an Golant says.
“
All3Media wants rights to exploit around the
world. When there is downward pressure on
the [
licence fee paid for the]primary
commission, we want to offset that with
international rights.”
The next wave of activity will likely see
some of the consolidators get consolidated.
Shine-Endemol-Core will be a merger of
consolidated groups. All3 was a consolidator
that got bought, and UK-listed ITV – which
has spent millions hoovering up American
unscripted prodcos such as Leftfield
Entertainment – is itself an acquisition
target, with Liberty Global and others
circling.
But the consolidation of TV production
companies itself is “
not going to affect the
future of international television that much”
,
says Talpa International’s Meijs. “
There are
other forces at hand that will have a much
more significant impact on international
television. The way entertainment is
consumed in general is changing.”
New entrants are also using TV content to
drive non-TV businesses, changing the way
such content is valued. Amaz
on’s Prime
Instant Video and J
apanese e-commerce
giant Rakuten’s Wuaki are about getting
consumers to interact with services above
and beyond their core video offering.
Equally, Microsoft wants to use original
content to make its Xbox platform more
compelling (
despite axing its own Xbox
Entertainment Studios business this year)
.
So too Sony with its PlayStation 4.
Seen from inside the TV business, the
current consolidation appears to be on a
huge, unprecedented scale. However, from a
wider business perspective, the resources
that many telcos, and the likes of Apple and
Google, have at their disposal make the new
mega-indies and super-studios appear
modest concerns. If they start moving into
TV on a large scale, the New World Order will
have to be rewritten all over again. TBI

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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MGM:A lion in
the TV jungle
Of all of the Hollywood studios, none has been bought
and sold as many times as MGM. Having turned 90
this year, the studio has secured new cash that it will
invest in content, and as the zeitgeist moves from big
to small screen, will look to build its roster of TV
shows. Roma Khanna speaks to TBI
GM is the studio bestknown for the J
ames Bond
franchise, but which also
has a film library stretching
to 4,000 titles. With MTV’s
Teen Wolf and FX’s Fargo working well, capitalising upon that movie heritage is part of TV
president Roma Khanna’s plans.
The film-to-TV offerings have helped open
doors and build relationships in the TV
content community since MGM emerged
from bankruptcy three years ago, and the
company now has about 50 small-screen
projects in development. About half are in
some way based on its big-screen offerings,
but the criteria for a big-screen-to-small-screen
project is stringent.
“
To just make something again doesn’t
make sense,”Khanna says. “
Teen Wolf and
Fargo look great because they have been
reinvented for current times, but we’re not
interested in rehashes. These shows have a
unique voice for the current world.
“
Teen Wolf went in a different direction to
the movies, and with Fargo, [
writer]Noah
[
Hawley]came up with a story that was
nothing to with the movie but was still
connected.”
A TV series based on MGM’s 1967movie In
the Heat of the Night is understood to be one
of the new shows in development – “
there’s
been a lot of discussion but it’s not formally

M

28
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announced”– while a mooted Legally Blonde
series has been put on ice.
As the studio moves more heavily into TV,
Khanna is, however, keen that its television
output is not just reliant on its movie library.
“
We look at the library as a source of
inspiration but don’t only want to do remakes,”
she says. “
It’s not our goal to always do that and
we set a very high bar when we do. It’s about
what’s contemporary and relevant and today
and whether it can stand on its own two feet.”
The best example of an MGM series project
that is not movie-based since Khanna joined in
2011 is Vikings. The Norse warrior drama has

cable.
That a previously factual-based network
such as History is commissioning drama
underlines the increasing array of buyers that
want drama projects and the opportunities for
content creators. Recapitalised and with stable
management, MGM wants in on the drama
gold rush.
“
In a TV world of multichannel and
multiplatform, it is important for channel
brands to have a clear and unique proposition
– they want brand-defining content,”Khanna
says. “
The SVOD players – Amaz
on, Netflix
and Hulu – are other platforms for high-

Three years ago we talked about growing
consistentlyand investing, and three years
later we have shown that to be true.With
GaryBarber at the helm, we’re just starting
been commissioned for a third, ten-episode,
run on History. With The Bible as a lead-in for
its initial transmission, the series generated
huge ratings, regularly pulling in over six
million viewers for the cable net. Season two
levelled out, but regularly attracted over three
million viewers, which without the tough
season-on-season comparisons would have
registered as an excellent viewing number for

quality creative storytelling. There is an
increasing desire to use original content to
define channels and platform brands.”
The MGM TV boss is well-placed to
comment on the evolution of the cable
channels sector, serving as president of
NBCUniversal’s international channels
business prior to joining MGM. She also has a
window on the broadcast world, having been
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co-head of television for Canadian broadcaster
Chum prior to that.
MGM is unlikely to become involved in the
risky pilots process under Khanna’s leadership.
“
The broadcast networks speak to a wider group
of viewers, whereas cable and SVOD can be
more specific,”she says. “
The networks do
wonderful content and the pilot process has its
pros and cons. We’re also seeing they want
serialised and straight-to-series shows.”
The international success of MGM’s drama
output is, meanwhile, a crucial part of the
business plan. Vikings has sold well
internationally as has Fargo. Amaz
on recently
hailed Vikings as the most-watched show on its
UK Prime Instant Video service. Also on the
SVOD front, the show is part of the fledgling
Shomi service in Canada. Furthermore, the
series opener was also the most-watched
programme ever on History in the UK.
The costs associated with the new
filmic,high-end
drama
requires
an
international component. “
Success comes
globally for the shows we work with – the US
market alone doesn’t bring the upside we need
in terms of the business investment,”Khanna
says. “
It’s also important from a creative

Fargo:“Reinvented for current times”

perspective.”
With some scripted hits under its belt and a
deep development slate, the challenge for
MGM is upping the volume and delivering a
greater number of small-screen offerings.
Given its long history of ownership changes,
the recapitalised studio is freer than for many
years to focus on its creative output as opposed

to getting its finances and shareholdings in
order. “
Three years ago we talked about
consistent growth and investment in content,
and three years later we have shown that to be
true,”Khanna says. “
There’s been steady
growth and a great response from the market.
With [
chairman and CEO]Gary Barber at the
helm, we have just started.”TBI

Vikings is a hit for History and Amazon
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ON THE MOVE
TBI takes a look at the latest comings and goings in the international television business and
reports on who’s moving where

CHRISTOPHER AIRD has been named head of drama, London for UK pubcaster the BBC,
which has also hired an ITV Studios executive as creative director. Aird was head of drama
for BBC Scotland.Working with him will be Elaine Collins, who comes across from ITVS

John McMahon has joined the fledgling LegendaryTelevision as EVP and managing
director, EMEA, a move that reunites the executive with Michael Grindon, Legendary’s
distribution chief. The pair worked together at the top of Sony Pictures Television

Recently launched producer 7Wonder has recruited CHRIS WILSON as head of popular
factual from BSkyB and head of development Mish Mayer. The London-based prodco is a
joint venture between Australian free-to-air broadcaster Seven Network and three former
Maverick TV execs
Swedish free and payTV broadcaster TV4 Group has hired Anna Rastner as head of digital
programmes. She joins from Stockholm-based newspaper and publishing group Mittmedia.
At TV4 she will develop the broadcaster’s digital platforms and the content on these
services
Disney and Endemol veteran TOM TOUMAZIS has joined web giant Yahoo as head of
partnerships, EMEA. He will report to Dawn Airey, the former RTL and Channel 5exec who
is currently senior VP,Yahoo EMEA
Former SkyVision commercial chief Connie Hodson and ex-Amazon and Discovery exec
Caleb Weinstein have joined FoxInternational Channels Content Sales, the new FIC
distribution outfit. Hodson will be VP, commercial operations and Weinstein regional
executive VP of affiliate distribution
Former Marathon Images boss PASCAL BRETON has launched Federation Entertainment, a
Paris-based drama producer that will produce Netflix’s Marseille. He has hired former
Cookie Jar exec Jean-Michael Ciszewski to oversee sales and Ashley Stern to run an LA
office
Cisneros Media Distribution has hired former BBC Worldwide sales VP Helen Jurado to
bolster its Latin American sales operation. She will become senior director, sales and
business development at the Miami-based international distribution arm of Venezuelan
broadcaster Venevision
Former BBC Worldwide exec DERREN LAWFORD has joined Kate Beal’s new indie,Woodcut
Media, as joint creative director. He comes across from UK capital-city channel London Live.
Woodcut launched after Talent TV sold Talent TV South to Stitchcombe Media
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Beyond the web
Do scripted series for the web have a decent half-life?TBI hears from the executives at the
forefront of monetising digital drama
nless they are getting an upfront cheque from Netflix,
Amaz
on or Hulu, drama producers have struggled to find
meaningful returns from their web productions. There are
other routes to market, however. “
The emergence and
growth of businesses like Netflix, Amaz
on Prime,
Watchever and similar SVOD models, as well as major AVOD platforms
such as Hulu, has meant that the nature of digital has changed and we
are looking at more traditional formats,”says Mark Benmore, Content
Media Corp.’s VP, sales and distribution.
Content has been a pioneer in digital rights distribution, acquiring
shows such as Vuguru’s psychological drama The Booth at the End and
The Millionaire Tour, both of which found both TV and online homes,
and Halo 4: Forward Unto Dawn, which won 60 million views via
Machinima’s YouTube channel before Content placed it on iTunes in 80
countries as a feature film.
And while Netflix and its peers are licensing exclusive content, albeit
infrequently, they normally come in for second windows, Benmore
notes. He recommends that producers look at all sources of funding to
get their project greenlit: “
broadcast commissions, web platforms
commissioning content, Kickstarter, tax incentives, private finance

U

and/or working with distributors such as Content Media; focus on ideas
that are internationally saleable and offer distinctive, escapist
entertainment”
.
Ben Grass, CEO and founder of Endemol-backed Puregrass Films, is
one producer who has created a sustainable business based on scripted
commissions for online platforms.
Currently producing a 3D-film reimaginging of the Oliver Twist story
alongside Redbull, and developing Tim Kring-backed TV sci-fi The Drake
Equation, he has financed and produced web series such as thriller
Trigger Point, Digital Emmy nominee Kirill and the MySpace-distributed
Beyond the Rave, which marked the return of Hammer horror.
“
The biggest challenge in launching things for free is how to raise the
money in the first place, and what you are offering investors,”he says.
“
Beyond that, how does this theoretically make a profit?
”
Puregrass has often looked to sponsors that are seeking particular
audiences, before secondary-window rights are sold on as DVDs, VOD
properties, or even as television series.
“
It’s very hard to get people to put up real money to commission it, but
people will acquire and pay for distribution rights,”he says, adding that
geo-blocking shows is a good way to raise cash in different territories. TBI

BLUE IS THE COLOUR FOR FREMANTLEMEDIA AND JON AVNET
The challenge for a d istribu tors wanting to pack age short-form into
long-form series is volu me. H ay ley D ick son, FremantleM ed ia’s vice
presid ent, acq u isitions and d evelopment, global content, say s it was
not u ntil web series Blu e hit its third season that there was enou gh
content to pack age it as a regu lar series. A 10x 6 0mins series is lau nching at M IP C OM .
FremantleM ed ia has repack aged online comed y as long-form before
with W eb Therapy , bu t Blu e is its first foray into repu rposing d igital
d rama. It acq u ired the web series from its prod u cer W igs, the online
web channel created by R od rigo G arcia (In Treatment) movie prod u cer Jon A vnet (Black S wan).
“ M y goal is to innovate with the d istribu tion mod el,” D ick son say s.
“A lot of short-form is meant to be consu med that way and d oesn’t
mak e sense as [long-form] d rama, bu t this d oesn’t have that. E ven when
Blu e was short-form, they prod u ced it lik e it was a cable series. W hen
y ou watch it as a ten-hou r series it flows. I’ve been look ing for something lik e this for y ears to try ou t the mod el.”
The series follows Blu e (Ju lia S tiles), a single mother who is an
accou ntant by d ay and escort by night. On W igs its opening episod e
attracted 13 million views and , ru nning to three series, it has amassed
5 6 million in total.
A s D ick son tests ou t the new short-to-long-form d rama mod el, she
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say s the best-case scenario is that Blu e becomes a fu ll-fled ged TV
series. “ If it sells well internationally, may be we can bring in a linear
broad caster, d o some wind owing, and d eficit finance another ten
hou rs,” she say s.
A vnet and G arcia, meanwhile, have set u p a new d igital prod u ction
company, Ind igenou s M ed ia, which is back ed by U K broad caster ITV
and ad vertising giant W P P .
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VR TV:virtually a reality

UK producer Atlantic has set up AlchemyVR, an experimental virtual reality studio. Atlantic
boss Anthony Geffen and Phil Harper, creative director of Alchemy tell TBI about making VR
into a commercial reality
nJ
uly, UK producer Atlantic and its visual effects studio Zoo set up Alchemy VR,
a virtual reality studio, which will make
immersive content for platforms,
including the Oculus Rift and Sony
Morpheus virtual reality systems. The launch
puts Atlantic and its subsidiary in the vanguard
of a new type of content creation, but Atlantic
and Alchemy boss Anthony Geffen says his
interest in VR stretches back to the late 1990s.
“
I was fascinated by what [
Sun Microsystems
engineer and VR pioneer]
Michael Deering was
doing out of California,”he says. “
Back then the
tech was unreliable and expensive, but I
thought it could be great if it could be produced
in a commercial way. We have 3D and graphics
teams, and through them looked at the new

I
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technology and thought we were in a good
position to develop VR content.”
Back in the 1990s a wave of VR start-ups
with names such as VPL, Sense8and Fake
Space Labs came and went as the media
industry and consumers became fascinated
with another emerging platform, the internet.
Phil Harper, creative director of Alchemy
VR, says that headsets and accompanying software and hardware have now moved forward at
such a pace that the VR story is different this
time around. “
We’ve been here twice or three
times before, but look at the difference between
[
Oculus]development kit 1 and dev kit 2, and
then think what you’ll be able to do in another
18months,”he says. “
The tech is here , there is
enough processing power in a modern phone.

All that is missing is really exciting content.”
There are some deep-pocketed backers
making VR plays. In J
uly, Facebook completed
a US$2 billion acquisition of Oculus VR,
which is behind the Oculus Rift system. In
J
uly, UK pay TV platform BSkyB invested in
US-based virtual reality cinema start-up J
aunt
for the second time. Google has a lo-fi (
in
appearance at least)VR option, Google
Cardboard, powered by a free app.
UK pubcaster the BBC, meanwhile, has
started to trial immersive video experiences in
its first experiments with virtual reality technology. “
We have started to test out its potential
and, working with a small production team in
London called Visualise, have done a few basic
pilots,”BBC Future Media’s head of business
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development Cyrus Saihan said in J
une.
“
Imagine if you could watch a nature documentary and feel as if you could reach out and
touch the animals, or feel as if you were on
stage with a band during a music festival or on
the pitch during a football match.”
The BBC exec admitted it is still “
very early
days”for this technology, but added: “
Virtual
reality has the potential to be the next
generation platform.”
Geffen, however, cautions prodcos eyeing
the VR space that the storytelling and production expertise they have honed in the TV world
are not enough in the virtual world. “
VR production turns a lot of traditional skills on their
head. And without a technology backbone such
as Zoo, it would be a struggle. You can’t just
order a set of camers, announce you’re making
VR and get a film at the other end. It’s way
more complex than, for example, 3D.’
Sony Computer Entertainment announced
its Morpheus VR system in March and it is
designed to work in conjunction with its
PlayStation games console. The VR and gaming link is strong, but there is a crucial difference between the high-end, complex games at
the upper end of the market and what we can
expect from the VR content from Alchemy.
“
People enjoy video games, but the barrier to
entry can be high,”says Harper. “
We want to
avoid that in VR and create immersive experiences that a 10-, 30- or 80-year-old could enjoy
and that have a beginning, middle and an end.”
The unanswered question is, however, what
counts as exciting content in the VR space.

CGI from Atlantic’s Time Scanners series will be used in a VR project

ects, including one fronted by Sir David
Attenborough about the first creatures that
inhabited the Cambrian period 550 million
years ago and another set in the ancient world
that uses some of the CGI content from
Atlantic’s Timescanners series.
A new trend for immersive cinema experiences, such as those provided by the UK’s

riences. The research suggest people will pay
for that. The other model is to work with a partner to show off the capabilities of a device – a
purpose-built commission.”
There are more potential partners coming to
the VR market. South Korean consumer electronics giant Samsung joined the fray in September
when it unveiled the Oculus-powered Gear VR,
which will facilitate VR experiences via a wireless
headset and Samsung Galaxy 4 Note phone. The
£150 (
US$
245)wearable tech device, which will
“VR turns a lot of traditional
have a lower-res display and less advanced head
production skills on their
tracking than the full Oculus equivalent that is
expected to launch next year for about US$
200,
head.Without a tech backlaunches this year and underscores how mobiles
bone, it would be a struggle”
could prove key to the uptake of the new generation of VR experiences.
AnthonyGef
f
en,
“
It will grow fast, unlike 3D,”says Geffen.
AtlanticProductions
“
You are asking people to put on a headset, but
the cost is not considerable. It won’t take over
Creators have to grapple with structuring a narTV and film, but in three-to-six months you will
Secret Cinema, proves a desire among conrative or even whether it is possible to have one.
see this new medium develop – it’s globally
sumers to interact above and beyond the tradi“
Does narrative work in VR?We decided yes,” tional linear viewing experience, but how to
accessible, very personal and high-impact.”
says Harper. “
If we didn’t think that, Alchemy
Quality is vital to VR taking off in its latest
monetise VR production is a moot point.
VR wouldn’t exist.”
It is vital that it is good – we
“
We’re still looking at the business model,” form, he adds: “
To achieve this, Zoo has a store of 2D and 3D
need to deliver top-end experiences that people
says Geffen. “
It could follow something of an
graphics that it will employ in virtual reality
will think are incredible and will make them
app model: an iTunes kind of experience via a
worlds. Alchemy is looking at a handful of projthink the platform is incredible.”TBI
place or site where people can download expeFor the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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Battle lines drawn in UK retrans battle
ITV says the wider industry will back its aggressive to push to get the UK’s pay TV platforms to
adopt a system similar to the US’s and pay to carry the territory’s terrestrial broadcasters, but
analysts have suggested that the fight will not be an easy one
dam Croz
ier was bullish this
summer that his demands
that BSkyB and Virgin Media
mimic their US counterparts
and pay to run terrestrial
broadcast networks on their platforms would
be backed by the wider industry.
Starting the retransmission-fees lobbying
effort in August, he said ITV ‘backed’ by the
wider industry, would begin aggressively
pushing for pay TV platforms to pay to run
broadcast channels on their platforms.
“
There are real benefits to retransmission
fees to the UK economy, the TV and
production industries, and indeed to the UK
citiz
en,”he told investors when ITV reported
results.
The UK has slowly moved from a system
that heavily favoured the pay TV platforms –
public broadcaster the BBC was at one point
paying Sky £10 million (
US$16 million)a
year to exist on its rival’s EPG – to one that is
tipping in favour of the networks.
Despite Sky slashing the fees it demanded
to run channels from the BBC by 40% in
2012, the ill feeling continued and the UK
government weighed in, criticising Sky’s
insistence on payment.
An end to the system became inevitable,
and in February this year the BBC, ITV and
Sky came to an agreement that dropped
payment completely.
Similar deals with Channel 4 and Channel
5 have not yet materialised, but now the
precedent has been set it looks like only a
matter of time.
The pendulum is now swinging even
further in the other direction, with the BBC
the first to suggest Sky should pay to
retransmit its 49TV and radio channels – as
in the US.
As far back as former director general
Mark Thompson’s McTaggart speech nearly
four years ago, the UK public broadcaster has
been pointing out that Sky’s key shareholder,

A
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Rupert Murdoch of 21st Century Fox, has
passionately fought to keep the likes of
Comcast, Time Warner Cable, DirecTV and
Charter Communications paying millions of
dollars a year to offer broadcast networks
including Fox.
Murdoch’s son J
ames, who is set to deliver
a keynote speech at MIPCOM this year, is now
in control of Sky, after taking on duties in a
restructure earlier this year.
While previously CEO and chairman of Sky,
he seemingly argued against his father’s
Stateside logic when the old UK system was in
place – something the BBC also pointed out.
And now Croz
ier has taken aim at Sky,
perhaps more confident since Sky sold its
minority stake in ITV to Liberty Global. He

regulatory change – and change is not
something UK media regulator Ofcom has
been a flag-waver for over the years.
Ofcom would be especially concerned, the
analysts wrote in a note last week, if the costs
the pay TV companies were forced to pay
were tacked on to consumers’ programming
packages. (
It is very likely Sky’s prices would
rise if retransmission became the norm.)The
Berenberg analysts diplomatically described
this as a “
thorny issue”
.
A further issue, and perhaps one more
pertinent to ITV, is that the broadcaster could
hardly afford to pull its channels if Sky and
Virgin refused to pay up.
The loss of advertising reach would be
enormous, and until VOD services and other

“There are real benefits to
retransmission fees to the UK
economy, the TV production
industries, and indeed to the
UKcitizen”
Adam Croz
ier
noted that in the US, retransmission fees
were worth as much as US$3.3 billion a year
for the networks – 15% of overall broadcast
revenues – and the figure could grow to 25%.
The implication was that this could be
recreated in the UK.
Among a number of other claims, Croz
ier
suggested that these fees could pay for part of
the BBC licence fee, which is at a low point in
terms of public and governmental support in
Britain at the moment.
However, he admitted that change would
take time to come. Analysts are even more
sceptical.
Sarah Simon and Robert Berg at Berenberg
have noted that any progress will require

revenue streams grow further, advertising
money is all important to Britain’s
commercial channels.
Berenberg also predicted that any changes
would have to factor in the BBC’s funding
mechanism, the Royal Charter, which isn’t
due to be renewed until the end of 2016.
This makes 2017the earliest point at which
change could come.
With all of this in mind, Berenberg came to
two conclusions: retransmission fees “
are
unlikely to be charged at anything like the
scale of those in the US market”
, and “
the
timing could be disappointing for those
anticipating upgrades in the near-to-medium
term from this revenue source”
. TBI
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A walk on the Wildside
Italian writers are an increasingly appealing option on the menu of global scripted content.
Rome-based Wildside plans to use that notion to super-charge a push into high-end
international drama coproduction, its co-founder Mario Gianani tells Jesse Whittock
talian drama specialist Wildside is aiming to be the latest name associated
with high-end international drama
coproduction. That list currently
includes the likes of Haut et Court
from France, Kudos Film & TV and Tandem
Communications from Germany, but CEO
Mario Gianani says the opportunity for new
entrants is there if the desire matches the
ambition.
“
The whole world is looking for the same
content,”he says. “
We know all of these
companies, and they all seem to be friends.
It’s a small world for a huge market.”
Gianani, Lorenz
o Mieli and filmmaker
Saverio Constanz
o launched Wildside as a
joint venture in 2009by taking staff from the
latter’s unscripted firm Wilder, which Fox
International Channels had acquired in 2007
,
and incorporating them with Gianani’s
Offside
group.
(
Mieli
became
FremantleMedia Italy’s managing director in
2010, allowing him to satisfy his taste for
unscripted, but remains a partner at
Wildside.)
Gianani and Mieli became convinced they
could play a role in the emerging group of global
drama houses after assessing market

I

conditions. “
[
Sky Italia has been]looking for
another level of content that our traditional
Italian TV was not delivering,”says Gianani,
while the film market was shrinking and
television projects becoming more exciting to Alist talent, directors, producers and financiers.
Furthermore, it had become apparent Sky
Italia and other local broadcasters would not
be able to “
absorb”the number of projects
hitting the market. “
Most of these projects
need to work for a pay TV platform, and the
only limit we have is discovering how much
product our own platforms can take in,”says
Gianani. “
The more we get in to the
international market, the more we realise the
financing can provide us with the strength to
[
work with]very low-level investment from
our own broadcasters.”
“
This gave us the opportunity to create
shows that are very unusual for the Italian
market but which are closer to the
international market. The film business is
getting tougher and tougher and smaller and
smaller, and TV is now more interesting.”
The firm works with a variety of partners
on distribution, but is keen to avoid the gapfunding model if possible, as management
believe there are enough production partners

Wildside’s Italian remake of In Treatment
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around to avoid handing over any creative
control.
In order to realise its goals, Wildside has
launched a new division, Wildside Series, that
will focus purely on developing and producing
high-end scripted formats. “
We are looking
for IPeverywhere – books, novels, previous
series, everything,”says Gianani.
The firm is no stranger to formats, having
produced Sky Cinema’s remake of Israeli
drama In Treatment.
Wildside is currently working on The
Young Pope, which Oscar-winner Paolo
Sorrentino (
The Great Beauty)is directing for
Sky Atlantic in Italy. The show follows a
fictional Italian-American pontiff, and is
designed as an international coproduction.
“
We will be closing financing by MIPCOM.
We’re building a coproduction – with
European partners for sure – but that has a
very American side,”says Gianani. “
We will
see if there will be a US coproducer or if a
network just buys the show. The format is yet
to be established.”
Wildside has also produced an Italian
version of In Treatment for Sky Cinema, and
is coproducing black comedy Tomorrrow is a
Big Day with Mediaset and 1992 for Sky
Italia. There are talks about turning the
Mediaset title into an English-language show,
while Italian corruption drama 1992 hits the
international market next year.
At MIPCOM, Wildside will unveil its latest
scripted format, The Miracle, which is based
on a story from writer Niccolo Ammaniti.
The mystery thriller follows a magical event
that impacts individuals across borders,
including in an Anglo-Saxon country, which
offers an obvious coproduction opportunity.
Gianani says Wildside plans to tap into the
film market to source writers that have so far
stayed away from the high-end TV drama
market. “
Sooner or later we will convince all
the talent we’ve met in film to cross the river
and come to this side,”he says. “
It’s a huge
change for us.”TBI
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Carnival King
Gareth Neame’s Carnival Films was bought by
NBCUniversal in 2008 for about £30 million (US$49
million). Since then the prodco has had a global hit on
its hands in the form of Downton Abbey. As the
period drama’s fifth season unfolds,
Neame talks Downton and drama

ost agree it is a
Golden Age of
drama,” says
Carnival Films
CEO Gareth
Neame. “
In terms of the writing, producing
and acting, the quality has never been better.
There are new platforms, territories with new
consumers and a globalisation of TV drama, as
well as the box set and a ‘Netflix effect’ – there
are not enough actors or crew in the world.”
From his London office, Neame adds: “
There is
so much drama being made that, more and more,
the audience doesn’t know where to look, hence
the power of having a really big hit. A doz
en of the
biggest shows become the most important. Noone is aiming at the middle any more.”
Neame is in the enviable position of
shepherding Downton Abbey, the ITV and
PBS period drama, into its fifth season.
“
The ambition now has to be greater. You
can’t have something that’s derivative that you
hope will bring an audience, you need
originality in the concept,”Neame says of
producing drama in this Golden Age. “
When
there are such calls on people’s attention, it
helps if the idea is really simple and then
brilliantly done.”

“M
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The last run of Downton, season four,
averaged 12 million viewers (
consolidated
ratings including catch-up viewers)
, making it
the biggest drama on British TV. And to date,
the show has 51 Emmy nominations, the most
ever for a non-US series.
As TBI goes to press, the ratings are just in for
the opener for the fifth season: 8.4 million tuned
in to ITV’s Sunday 8pm premiere, which equated
to a 38%audience share, down on the season four
opener’s 9.5 million and a 39.7
%share.
Although impressive in absolute terms, the
ratings were the softest since the show started,
and Neame concedes that Downton will not
run forever. “
Every show must come to an end,”
he says. “
We’re not going to make ten seasons,
so it will run for somewhere between five and
ten. We have to pick the right time; we’re the
custodians of the show, and we want to get out
at the right time.”
Talks are under way regarding season six,
and with ten seasons set as the farthest the
show will go, could the period piece move to the
big screen?“
We know theatrical is all about
brands, and I can see the logic in a Downton
movie,”Neame says.
Although Downton is a lavish production,
the Carnival boss notes that its budget “
is a

fraction”of that for a House of Cards, Mad
Men or Game of Thrones. It does, however, sit
at the drama top table with those shows, with
NBCUniversal International Television
Distribution hitting the 200+territory mark for
global sales. Neame says Carnival is now the
largest drama producer in the UK in revenue
and profit terms, and having the backing of
NBCU gives it an advantage, notably in the US.
“
If it doesn’t give us an edge, we are doing
something wrong,”he says.
Neame adds that the global success of
Downton coincides with a shift in the way
viewers watch scripted TV, and that new
platforms have played a key part in this change.
“
People will now consume drama that is not
from their region,”he says. “
There’s a huge
audience around the world for Sherlock or
Broadchurch. Before Apple TV or Netflix the US
audience wouldn’t have found [
this type of show]
– they would have been on BBC America, and
the wider audience wouldn’t have seen them.”
The international market for drama is
opening up in new ways, although producers
need to retain a sense of perspective about the
volumes of local programming the new
platforms are greenlighting.
“
Netflix and Amaz
on are a good opportunity,”
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Neame says, “
but they are not buying from the
UK in large amounts. We’ll see them do more
British content to drive growth in the UK, but
broadcast and cable are the cornerstones of our
business.”
More important than Netflix and Amaz
on
for UK-based content companies has been
BSkyB’s arrival as a large-scale commissioner
of original drama. “
The effect of Sky on the
market has been transformative,”Neame says.
“
The BBC and ITV were commissioning 8090% of British drama and both working in the
same way, but now Sky is here, they know that
they may not get the project.”
As head of a US-owned, UK-based company,
Neame also has a perspective on how content
comes to the screen on either side of the pond.
“
The British system has a lot of inertia because
there is no development cycle, and it can feel
soulless,”he says. “
The US system can be
brutal, but it keeps the momentum going.”TBI

THE LAST KINGDOM –CARNIVAL’S SAXON STORIES
D ownton asid e, C arnival’s other d rama cred its inclu d e W hitechapel, H otel Baby lon, S alting the
Battlefield and D racu la, which play ed on NBC in the U S . P eriod hit D ownton tak es u p abou t
5 0% of Neame’s time; some of the remaind er will be tak en u p with C arnival’s new
commission, The L ast K ingd om, based on the The S ax on S tories book series from S harpe
au thor Bernard C ornwell. It was ord ered by the BBC and U S cable net BBC A merica.
P rod u ction is getting u nd er way on the eight-part d rama, which will be set in 8 7 2 in an
E ngland largely occu pied by the Vik ings. The main protagonist will be U htred , the son of a
S ax on nobleman who is raised by the Vik ings. The show aims to combine real historic events
with fictional characters.
“ It’s a piece of d eep history ; it has something to say abou t where we come from,” Neame
say s. “A s a British-led prod u ction, there will be history pu rists who want the story told in a
certain way. H owever, I was impressed with The Tu d ors, an A merican-led show that was not
restricted in that way, and that’s what we’re try ing to d o here: to be led by history, not
restricted by it.”
H e ad d s that The L ast K ingd om is a very d ifferent proposition from D ownton. “ They are
very d ifferent shows. D ownton is essentially a gang show and soap opera abou t commu nity,
family and class. The L ast K ingd om is abou t a central character on a q u est.”

Downton has been sold to more than 200territories
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TAKING CARE
OF YOUR BUSINESS
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DID HE DO IT 6x60

Britespark Films/Argonon
A fresh murder mystery docudrama series where the
accused is put centre stage to create a captivating
HMHLIHSMX# GPMėLERKEV

WILD VETS

33x30

Greenstone / CJZ
Meet the specialists who care for threatened and endangered
species. Their work ranges from the hand-rearing of an
abandoned lion cub to nursing a rare Albatross back to health.

THE HUNT FOR HITLER’S
MISSING MILLIONS

1x60

JACKED! 10x60

Pixcom
Jeremy Patterson and his team of ex-cons travel across
America jacking up houses and lifting spirits. Every job is a
QIGLERMGEPQMVEGPIPMJXMRKLSQIWQIXVIWSėXLIground.

GHOST TOWN GOLD

6x60

TVT Productions
The Berlin Bunker. Hitler dictates his last will and
testament as Soviet tanks close in. Nearly 70 years
on, his $3 billion fortune is still hotly contested.

JWM Productions
Part adventure, part history, part reality, this is
treasure hunting in the Wild, Wild West. Every tool,
saddle or gun had a purpose an we learn the
fascinating stories.

MINUTE BY MINUTE

CLOSING TIME

6x60

Circle Films
Key witness testimony, new interviews, reconstruction
and archive footage trace the minutes and hours leading
up to the most newsworthy international events and
shocking human tragedies of modern times.

p44-45 TCB OctNov14.indd 2

8x30

True North / GME
When there are big nights out in the cities there is an army of
people (doormen, cabbies, paramedics and takeaway owners)
who help the evening go well. They also work through the
night to pick up the pieces when things go wrong.
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WWII AIR CRASH DETECTIVES

6x60

LICENCE TO DRILL

8x60

Pixcom
A bone shaking, teeth rattling, mud splattered, oil
drenched escapade into some of America’s best
oil country.
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Like A Shot Entertainment
We re-open the investigations of some of the most
infamous WWII Air Disasters using modern techniques
ERHJVIWLI]IWXSĘRHSYX[LEXVIEPP]LETTIRIH

COMBAT DEALERS

14x60

AGE GAP LOVE - the series

Arrow Media
8LIJEWGMREXMRKWXSV]SJSJXLIQSWXMRęYIRXMEP
aircraft ever to take to the skies: the DC3, SR71
Spy Plane and the A380 Airbus.
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1x60

Seven Productions
Pawdicures, diamond collars, pooch palaces, pet
weddings, dog couture, barkmitzvahs, versace bowls,
a pet limo service, you name it, these pets have it all.

EP
IS
O
DE
S

6x60

Nine Lives Media / GME
Mileage on the clock is no barrier to real romance.
We reveal all you ever wanted to know about
intergenerational love.

PLANES THAT CHANGED
THE WORLD 3x60

WORLD’S RICHEST DOGS

N
EW
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EP
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O
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S

WAG tv
This team of military experts and war vehicle engineers
XVE[PXLIFEVRWERHSPHFEXXPIĘIPHWSJ)YVSTIXSĘRH
rusty military metal and turn it into historical gold.

BORDER PATROL

67x30

Greenstone / CJZ
8LISRKSMRKFEXXPI[EKIHF]GYWXSQWSĚGIVWXSTVSXIGX
the border. We are given a fascinating opportunity to see
[LEXVIEPP]LETTIRWMRXLIĘKLXEKEMRWXHVYKWERHXLI
entry of harmful diseases to the country.
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Deciphering the
100 Code
100Code takes Swedish production sensibilities, British acting talent and American writing
expertise to create a different kind of detective drama coproduction. TBI sent Olly Grant to
Stockholm to speak with its creators –and to try and avoid its woodland serial killers
n a wood near Stockholm, director
Andreas – hman is preparing his principal actors for a raid on a serial killer’s
lair. “
This is the house of the monster,”
he says darkly, indicating a hut half-hidden by trees. Brows furrow. Hands fasten on
Swedish police-issue revolvers.
So far, so Scandi-drama. And yet not everything on the set of 100 Code – a new, 12-part
crime series based around Sweden’s capital – is
what it seems. The showrunner, watching from
a nearby pine thicket, is an Academy Awardwinning Hollywood veteran. One of the cops is
a New Yorker. The dialogue, at least for today’s
scene, is in English.
From the moment Lisbeth Salander and
Sarah Lund won fans with the Millennium
trilogy and Denmark DR’s Forbrydelsen, Scandi
crime has been a fixture on the global scripted
scene. For dramatists, however, the question
hasn’t been just about how to replicate the

I
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genre’s success, but how to evolve it, and 100
Code offers some interesting answers.
The plot centres on Tommy Conley (
Lost’s
Dominic Monaghan)
, a New York detective
whose hunt for a transatlantic serial killer sees
him seconded to Stockholm, where he forms a
prickly partnership with local cop Mikael Eklund
(
the Millennium series’ Mikael Nyqvist)
.
The villain’s crimes fit the poetically grim
‘Nordic Noir’ mould: there are kidnappings, and
young blond corpses in fields of asphodel
flowers (
“
A lot of dead girls and blood and some
quite gruesome stuff – and they make it very
real,”Monaghan says)
.
And yet the series also has some distinctly unScandi origins. Aside from Sweden’s Kanal 5,
the coproducers are Sky Deutschland and Red
Arrow International, the distribution firm
ultimately owned by Germany’s ProSiebenSat.1
Group. Development began with Fabrik
Entertainment, a production company with

Scandinavian roots – it was created by Dane
Mikkel Bondesen and is now co-led by Swedish
producer Henrik Bastin – but a largely
American content pipeline, from AMC’s
Forbrydelsen remake The Killing to Amaz
on’s
Bosch.
Red Arrow took a majority stake in Fabrik in
2011 to gain traction in the US scripted sector.
100 Code represents the first fruits of that
coupling, the firms’ debut international
coproduction and a true European-Hollywood
cross-pollination – from Bastin, who is
producing, to the American creator-director-execproducer Bobby Moresco, whose credits include
Million Dollar Baby, The Black Donnellys and
Crash, for which he jointly won a Best Original
Screenplay Oscar. Even the source book has a
transcontinental flavour: the series is loosely
based on Ken Bruen’s novels about a garda (
Irish
police)detective who relocates to Manhattan.
“
When Red Arrow and Fabrik started

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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working together, we talked about how we
wanted to expand our international presence
but also find shows that had a genesis
‘somewhere else’ – that could be Italy [
or]
Sweden,”says Bastin, joining Moresco for an
interview near the suspect’s shack.
“
Bobby and I got to know each other on a Fox
project [
the drama Breakshot, optioned by
Fabrik in 2011 but never released]
, and we had
been talking about finding something that had
both a US and an international DNA.
“
Bobby had the good taste to send me a script
he’d written a while back. In that incarnation it

was about an Irishman who goes to New York.
And, being Swedish, it just clicked for me. I
said: ‘What happens if we take the exact same
story but change the young Irish cop to a New
Yorker, and change New York to Stockholm?
’
And that’s where it all started.”
Moresco is an effervescent New Yorker with a
thick Big Apple accent. He had no prior
knowledge of Sweden, and in fact had seen
interest in his original script from French TV
before Fabrik came calling. At Bastin’s
suggestion, however, he booked a flight to
Stockholm and spent two weeks “
immersing”

himself in the local culture, “
going out to the
archipelago whenever I could, meeting as many
people as I could”
. And, before long, falling for
Stockholm itself.
“
When I saw the beauty of the city, the
architecture, the light, I knew I wanted to create
this big show,”he says, stretching out his palms.
He has since come to regard the capital as the
“
third character”in the series. “
Regular TV
shows will have a lot of tight shots; we have
almost none,”he says. If he has failed in making
Stockholm a part of the series’ personality, “
then
it will not be a great show”
.
But location isn’t the only draw, says Bastin. “
I
told Bobby that if we go for Sweden, with what
in Swedish terms is a very highly budgeted
show, we can do something that will look truly
amaz
ing, because we have some of the most
highly skilled film workers in the world here,”
he says. “
And we’re used to working with low
budgets, learning the tricks of the trade from the
ground up, so that everybody is basically able to
do anything.
“
I was pretty certain Bobby would love to
work with that – with crews that are not as big
as in America, but that give you a very high
quality of show. And you wouldn’t get that if you
went to, say, France.”
Bastin won’t put a figure on the budget, but

100Code will be Red Arrow’s main market launch at MIPCOM
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says it is “
on a par with the most expensive TV
shows ever produced”in Sweden, and only
“
slightly below a US cable product”
. The
financing was shared between the three coproducers, boosted by a helpful €500,000 grant
from the EU’s Education, Audiovisual and
Culture Executive Agency (
EACEA)partway
through the shoot.
One thing 100 Code doesn’t have, at time of
writing, is an American home. The edgy
content implies a cable acquisition, but Bastin –
who will take the show to MIPCOM in October
before striking any US deals – isn’t discounting
the networks. “
Interestingly enough, just before
we left, all of the big networks like ABC, NBC,
CBS and Fox said they wanted to be our first
stop. And they know it’s going to be partially in
English and partially in Swedish.”
Which brings us to perhaps the boldest thing
about 100 Code, at least in terms of its potential
appeal to the US market. “
Any time the Swedish
actors are together and I’m not [
on screen]
– and
sometimes even when I am there – they speak
Swedish,”says Monaghan. “
I would think
maybe 35% of the show is in Swedish.”
While that doesn’t make 100 Code unique –
NRK’s Lilyhammer (
distributed by Red Arrow)
and the final series of DR’s Borgen both
incorporated English-speaking roles – it augurs

But because the show has been bought by
Swedish and German TV, and we’re kind of
waiting for the Americans to come in, we’re able
to keep that integrity.”
Born in Germany to British parents but now
based in Hollywood, Monaghan is something of
a hybrid himself (
he convinced Moresco to cast
him by ringing him with a New York accent)
.
He sees 100 Code as an unusual fusion of
Scandinavian and US influences. Initially, the
Scandi style dominates, he says: “
Clinical, clean,
crisp, and everything having a specified
discipline to it. And then you have the infusion

100Code follows the trend of shooting in different languages

a growing confidence in the ability of ‘foreignlanguage’ drama to capture fresh audiences.
Besides, adds Monaghan, its European
independence is a positive virtue.
“
Most American [
execs]would probably say,
‘It’s very sweet that people are going to speak
Swedish, but let’s take that stuff out because it’s
not going to fly with an American audience.’
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of Bobby’s New York energy. I think those two
things have married together to create this
project.”
He also appreciated the leanness of the
Swedish production model. “
There are a lot of
weaknesses in making Hollywood films,”he
says. “
When you make a big film that’s kind of
bloated, you can very easily get lost in the midst

of it. This crew is certainly much smaller than
US or British crews; it’s more intimate, so you
can probably do much more intimate work.”
Moresco, of course, has spent decades
working on both small-screen and big-screen
projects. 100 Code represents the kind of coproduction that wouldn’t have been imaginable
a decade ago. Does he subscribe to the idea that
we are living in ‘a Golden Age of TV drama’?
“
That’s a good question, and I hear people say
it all the time. Golden ages are hard to define.
But I will tell you this: many of the filmmakers
I respect most in the world are now working in
TV. And I think there’s a reason for that.
“
I think TV affords us the chance to explore
stories and characters we care about. And when
a show gets picked up for 12 episodes, like Kanal
5 did with us, and they say, ‘Go make your
stories,’ and you don’t have to worry about
selling it. You only have to create something that
you care about. There’s a great luxury in that,
which doesn’t exist in feature films for the most
part. Certainly not in Hollywood.”
With 12 episodes in hand, the team is now
allowing itself to think about a potential second
season. Interestingly, that might not necessarily
involve Sweden. “
It could stay here in
Stockholm, it could go to LA or New York once
these characters are well-established,”says
Bastin. “
It could go anywhere,”says Moresco,
smiling. “
Evil exists everywhere.”Which is good
news for fans of cross-border noir thrillers, if not
for the unsuspecting owners of asphodel fields.
Whatever the future, it begins here. “
This
series is like a mutation [
of ‘Nordic Noir’]
,”says
Monaghan. “
All evolution is a mutation that
takes place; some work, some don’t. This is one
that works, I think, but we’ll see. We’ll test the
water.”TBI
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The script for AMC International
With consumers and the TV industry fixated on high-end drama, TBI speaks to the people
behind the new international AMC channel about bringing its brand of scripted cool to market
hen US-listed channels
group AMC Networks
stumped up US$1
billion for Chellomedia’s
channel portfolio last
October, AMC was already part of the plan. In
August, AMC Networks said it would rebadge the
MGM channels AMC (
Chello had acquired
MGM in 2012 from the US studio that gave the
channel its name)
.
“
There’s no question that, when we looked
at the portfolio, one of the things we were
looking for was a pan-regional channel with
broad distribution in many territories that we
could change to AMC,”says Ed Carroll, AMC
Networks’ COO. “
MGM has strong
distribution, a great reputation and is filmbased. As happened with AMC in the US, the
programming line-up will evolve.”
The growth of the US channel from a movie
service – ‘American Movie Classics’ – into a
features-and-drama service is a template for
how the MGM channel will change as it is
rebadged in different territories.
“
When we sit down with operators, we talk
about the evolution of AMC in the US,”
Carroll says. “
The channel pioneered a
different way of telling drama stories on TV,
with cinematic production values and
serialised, not episodic, storylines.”
Internationally, however, AMC doesn’t have
that head start. While it was one of the first basic
channel to embrace original drama stateside,
there are numerous drama-programmed pay
TV channels already established internationally
and many more local ones.
Factor in consolidation at the operator level,
further strengthening the pay TV platforms’
hand in carriage negotiations, and it looks like
AMC is heading into a crowded and
increasingly competitive space.
It is banking on the lustre of the AMC
brand and its shows being something that pay
TV firms can leverage to make their overall
offer more attractive. This becomes more
pressing for the operators as they line up

W
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“AMC pioneered a different
wayof telling drama stories on
TV, with cinematic production
values and serialised, not
episodic, storylines”
Ed Carroll,
AMC
against a fast-expanding Netflix, which is
staking a claim in the high-end drama
category.
“
Pay TV finds itself in a race to be a
platform of choice for the smartest content
out there, and [
operators]can see what our
shows have done for our distributors in the
US,”Carroll says.
But the argument holds only if AMC can
get the best of its US shows onto the
international channel. It will have movies
from MGM, Paramount and Sony, but will
need the type of classy drama seen on the US
channel to stand out. In the past, AMC
Networks has had to acquire the likes of Mad
Men and The Walking Dead from third-party
distributors (
Lionsgate and Entertainment
One, respectively, in those cases)
.
The effort to get US shows in good
windows onto the channels started with
Sundance Channel, which has Mad Men on
many of its international channel feeds in
second windows and Breaking Bad in first
and second windows. Newer shows including
Rectify and Red Road have appeared on
Sundance internationally in the first window.
AMC has created AMC Studios in the US to
help ensure it has a pipeline of high-end
drama, and having an in-house production
unit will help the effort to get the best
American dramas on the new AMC. However,
the channel will still have to negotiate with
eOne, which has a distribution pact with AMC
in the US and sells all its original dramas
internationally.

The new channel has secured two of AMC
Networks’ recent AMC Studios-produced
series, Halt and Catch Fire, the 1980s period
drama set at the start of the home-computer
revolution, and The Divide, the legal drama
that was [
AMC Networks female-skewing
channel]WE tv’s first original drama.
“
It’s crowded, but the operators are
clamouring to get their hands on the
[
scripted]content that people are clamouring
for,”says Bruce Tuchman, president of AMC
Global and Sundance Channel Global.
“
We’ll have original first-run AMC Studios
shows on the channel and on authenticated
TV Everywhere services,”he adds. “
It’s a new
source of high-end content for the
platforms.”
“
There’s a lot more coming down the pipe
and I’m confident we can get the ones we want
in the territories where we need them,”says
Carroll. He also says that some of the classic
AMC shows – the big-hitting trio of Mad Men,
Breaking Bad and The Walking Dead – will
find their way onto the international AMC.
“
Over time, the legacy shows will appear on the
feeds; it’s an ongoing conversation with rights
holders,”he says.
Tuchman rolled out the MGM channel
while working at the studio, before joining
AMC in 2011. He has helped plot a threestage launch for AMC internationally. “
We
will roll it out in three big waves,”he says.
“
On October 27we will do Latin America,
much of EMEA will follow in the first week of
November, and then Asia in December.”TBI
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SEASON 1 – 8 X 60 MINS.
SEASON 2 – 10 X 60 MINS. (NOW IN POST-PRODUCTION)

SEASON 1 – 8 X 60 MINS.
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AMERICA’S SUMMER SMASH HIT SERIES!
SEASON 1 – 10 X 60 MINS.
SEASON 2 – 12 X 60 MINS.
SEASON 3 – ANNOUNCED FOR 2015!
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Foxlooks to Chinese export market
s content companies try –
with varying degrees of
success – to get their products
into China, Fox International
Channels is looking to export
Chinese drama the other way. Fox International
Channels Asia has inked a deal with Chinese
drama producer New Classics Media for its
show, Tiger Mom, acquiring worldwide rights.
The series follows a set of parents raising
their daughter in modern-day China. As their
daughter struggles in school, the ‘tiger’ mother
and less aggressive ‘cat’ dad attempt to get their
offspring back on track.
Other channel operators – most notably
Sony – have an established presence in Asia,
but FIC has the broadest Chinese offering. It
runs the pan-regional Star Chinese Movies
service and the Star Chinese Channel, which
will show Tiger Mom in various territories.
FIC has also taken wider international rights

A

to Tiger Mom, meaning it could air on FIC or
third-party channels in Asia, Europe or North
and South America.
“
Since the Tiger Mom book was published,
the phase has become well-travelled,”says Cora
Yim, senior VPof the Chinese Channels Group
at FIC Asia, referring to the 2011 Amy Chua
book, Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother. “
The
Tiger Mom deal is a milestone for us, and it will
definitely travel outside of Star Chinese
Channel within Asia and even outside of Asia.”
The show is not a coproduction, which
requires a censorship licence from the
country’s authorities, but that is an ambition for
FIC. “
We want to do more of this type of deal,”
Yim says. “
We’re talking to NCM about other
TV drama, [
as]we see it as a long-term
relationship. Instead of only picking up a show,
we may do some coproduction if it is possible –
on the documentary side we have a lot of IP,
and we may explore the potential there.”

The Tiger Mom
deal is a milestone
for us... it will
even travel
outside of Asia
Cora Yim,
FI
C
Approvals aside, the economics of producing
and coproducing in China are challenging.
Costs have risen sharply, and one executive tells
TBI US$500,000 an episode is the going rate
for a premium drama. On those numbers,
Tiger Mom is a US$20 million series. FIC
reckons the market is strong enough that some
of that amount can be recouped in presales.
Two as-yet-unannounced satellite channels will
transmit Tiger Mom. FIC will debut it at the
same time as the Chinese broadcasters, Yim
says ideally around Mothers’ Day 2015. TBI

Drama Series (2014)
10 x 60 minutes

SEASON 2 COMING SOON
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Regal ambitions
Royal drama is in vogue. Ahead of the launch of Lionsgate’s series The Royals, TBI speaks with
the studio’s TV boss Kevin Beggs, and looks at the other regal offerings in the market
is best known for its glossy entertainment programming
and awards show coverage, but like many US cable
channels has taken the leap into drama, ordering its first
series, The Royals. Shot in London, the show stars
Eliz
abeth Hurley as Queen Helena, the head of a
fictional British royal family.
Mark Schwahn (
One Tree Hill)
is executive producer, writer and director
of the show and another One Tree Hill alumnus, Brian Robbins, is also an
exec producer. The programme follows an imagined but contemporary
royal family. Lionsgate is producing and Kevin Beggs, chairman of the
independent studio’s television group, tells TBI that the show will fall
squarely into the guilty-pleasure category. “
From an American perspective
it will follow something delicious and forbidden, about a family whose
exploits we vicariously live though in the tabloids,”he says. “
For countries
that have a royal family, it will be more about wish fulfilment.”
Beggs speaks to TBI in London as the finishing touches to the show are
applied. Lionsgate is well-versed in making drama for US cable channels,
but E!is different in that it is a drama virgin. “
We have made a living
working with nets that are jumping into scripted, or using scripted as part
of a rebrand or way to platform their channel, from The Dead Zone for
USA [
Network]
, Mad Men for AMC, Weeds for Showtime and Orange is
the New Black for Netflix,”Beggs says. “
We’re experienced at getting in on
the ground floor. In the past two years, four or five new players have
emerged, including Netflix, which we have gone into business with for the
first time.”
Like another Lionsgate show, ABC’s country-music drama Nashville,
location was key for The Royals from both an editorial and a financial point
of view. The series is set in London, and shooting in the English capital
allowed Lionsgate to tap into the new tax break for high-end drama shot in
the UK. “
Like Nashville, we needed to be in a certain location from a purely
creative point of view,”Beggs says. “
With Nashville it needed to be made
in the home of country music and it was an added benefit that the state of
Tennessee offers tax breaks, which helps build the business case. I couldn’t
conceive of [
The Royals]made any other way, but the incentives are
attractive.”
The E!
show will not have the royal space to itself, however. Netflix, is also
shooting a regal drama in the UK, The Crown, which is being made by
Sony’s Left Bank Pictures and will star Helen Mirren as the British
monarch. It will be tonally very different from E!
’s sexy, glamorous take on
the subject matter.
“
I don’t know about the other show, but from what we know of working
with Netflix it will be very different,”Beggs says. But can the market sustain
two shows covering similar ground?“
How many cop shows or lawyer
shows are there?
”Beggs counters. “
J
ust when you thought you couldn’t do
another one, you get a True Detective.”
If The Royals is a glossy entertainment-driven take on Britain’s ruling

E!
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The Royals’ LizHurley is coming to MIPCOM

family and Netflix’s The Crown is a more serious high-end drama, another
effort, Almost Royal, is a comedic take on regal life.
Produced by UK indie Burning Bright Productions, it was the first
original comedy to come out of BBC Worldwide’s commissioning drive.
The series was made for Worldwide’s US cable channel BBC America,
which launched it in J
une.
On the unscripted front, the most notable royal offering is I Wanna
Marry Harry. The format saw 12 women compete for their chance to
marry Prince Harry, while living at an English estate. However, ‘Prince
Harry’ was actually a lookalike. Shine International distributes the series,
which was produced by Zig Zag Productions and Ryan Seacrest
Productions for US network Fox.
Shine shopped the finished show to ITV in the UK, Network Ten in
Australia and M-Net in South Africa. However, the programme
underperformed on Fox, which pulled the dating reality hoax off air and
replaced it with repeats, underscoring that US viewers are interested in
British royals, albeit possibly less so than audiences in the UK and
Commonwealth territories.
Factual offerings also abound. DRG recently picked up the ITN
Productions one-off international rights to Prince Harry at 30, about the
British prince. It builds on DRG’s relationship with ITN, which has already
seen the distributor pick up another British royal doc, Prince George at
One. TBI
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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Petals on the Wind will launch at MIPCOM

A+E makes dramatic
move with Studios
A+E launched A+E Studios just over a year ago to deliver premium scripted programming to
its A&E, History and Lifetime brands, and now the company is taking that content international,
its executive VP, Sean Cohan, tells Stewart Clarke
hen History moved into
scripted programming,
it immediately hit its
stride – The Bible,
Vikings and Hatfields
&McCoys all helped to redefine ‘hit’ cable TV
ratings in the US. Great news for A+E’s US
channels. Less so for the company’s
international division, which took no
international rights to these commissioned

W
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shows. Bates Motel, an ongoing hit for A&E,
can be added to that list.
Having seen how scripted has moved the
dial on its domestic nets, A+E launched A+E
Studios just over a year ago. Under the
stewardship of former A&E channel boss Bob
DeBitetto, it is tasked with delivering premium
series, minis and TV movies for A&E, History
and Lifetime. Now, with rights in hand, A+E is
launching A+E Studios International to

distribute these new dramas internationally.
“
The economics of drama and need for
creative control drove the creation of the
studio,”says Sean Cohan, A+E’s executive VP,
international. “
Everything is conspiring to
make the ownership of compelling content
more important in the value chain.”
The US group commissions and acquires
about 100 hours of scripted a year and a
further 100 hours of TV movies. The new US

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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M IPCOM line-up
Whitney
The 1x 120mins movie mark s the d irectorial
d ebu t of H olly wood actress A ngela
Bassett (W hat’s L ove G ot to D o W ith It).
P rod u ced by The S anitsk y C ompany, the
L ifetime biopic will trace the life of
W hitney H ou ston, inclu d ing her stormy
relationship with Bobby Brown.

Petalson the Wind
The second installment of L ifetime’s
ad aptations of V.C . A nd rews’ bestselling
Flowers in the A ttic trilogy, S ilver S creen
A lta P rod u ctions has mad e the two-hou r
movie for L ifetime Television. Film actor
H eather G raham stars.

Big Driv
er
The1x 120mins TV movie is based on a
story from au thor S tephen K ing. M aria
Bello (A H istory of Violence) and Oly mpia
D u k ak is ( S teel M agnolias) star in the
Ostar E nterprises-prod u ced
L ifetime
movie, which follows a thriller writer’s
attempt to gain revenge on the serial
k iller that left her for d ead .

Gangland Undercov
er
A 6 x 6 0mins bik er-gang series based on
the real-life story of a d ru g d ealer who
infiltrated a bik er gang as part of a d eal
with the cops. From C ineflix P rod u ctions,
the show will bow on H istory in the U S .

The Secret Lif
e ofMarilyn Monroe
Un-real is set in the world of reality TV

studio is currently producing just for A+E
channels, and will bring about about 40 new
hours of drama to market (
see box)as it heads
out of the gate at MIPCOM.
Down the track it will have global rights to
the upcoming remake of lauded 197
0s ABC
series Roots, which is likely to deliver to
History in 2016as an eight-part drama. There
is another History series, The Liberator, a
dramatisation of the life of Felix ‘Shotgun’
Sparks, the World War II soldier who fought
for 500 days while part of the effort to liberate
Europe from the Naz
is. It is being talked about
as History’s Band of Brothers.

Creating the new international umbrella for
fiction is about sending a message to the
marker that the company is in town with
premium drama, Cohan says. “
Historically, we
have been selling docs, reality and TV movies
internationally, but scripted has not been an
area with which we have been associated. We
wanted to let people know that we are a
scripted and unscripted commissioner and
seller, and that we can be a one-stop
[
distribution]
shop.”
The production model is different for each
of the new dramas, but in each case the freshly
minted A+E Studios International has full

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM

Based on the 2009 J. R and y Taraborrelli
book of the same name, the L ifetime
biopic of the trou bled 20th centu ry star
has A sy lu m E ntertainment on prod u ction
d u ty and S tephen K ronish ( The K enned y s)
d irecting.

Unreal
From A + E S tu d ios for L ifetime. The d rama
tak es place on the set of a reality d ating
series, focu sing on one of the y ou ng
female prod u cers as she manipu lates the
show’s contestants

SonsofLiberty
(see S creenwatch)

TBI October/November 2014
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international rights. As with other content
producer/international channel groups, the
international A&E, History and Lifetime
channels will have to acquire the US series if
they want them (
although Roots will likely be
simulcast across History channels in the same
way Bonnie & Clyde was distributed)
. With
Roots, The Liberator and other early-stage
projects, there is also a chance that European
partners will come on board as copro partners,
with the likes of (
A+E joint-venture channel
partner)Sky and its peers ramping up
production and partnership efforts.
Other A+E shows such as Houdini and the
upcoming Texas Rising will continue to sit
with other distributors – Lionsgate and ITV
Studios respectively, in those cases – and A+E

“Everything is conspiring to
make the ownership of
compelling content more
important in the value chain.”
Sean Cohan
will have more limited international leverage
on others such as the upcoming US remake
of The Returned, which will be sold by
FremantleMedia International. The workaday
Lifetime movies will also sit outside the new

SCREENWATCH:Sons ofLiberty

THE SHOW:Sons ofLiberty
THE PRODUCERS:Stephen David Entertainment, A+E Studios
THE DISTRIBUTOR:A+E Networks International
THE BROADCASTER:History (US)
W ith limited and miniseries back in favou r with bu y ers, A + E is bringing S ons of L iberty to
M IP C OM . The period piece, over six one-hou rs, follows a grou p of y ou ng rad icals who, as the
‘S ons of L iberty ’, form a rebel grou p that helps to ignite the A merican R evolu tion and achieve
ind epend ence.
New Y ork -based prod co S tephen D avid E ntertainment, which also mad e H istory ’s W orld
W ars, and A + E ’s growing in-hou se prod u ction u nit, A + E S tu d ios, mad e the miniseries. It will
lau nch on H istory in the U S as the cable net enjoy s a hot streak with scripted programming
that has inclu d ed The Bible, H atfield s & M cC oy s and Vik ings.
A + E S tu d ios International will lau nch it internationally in C annes. “ S ons of L iberty covers
the A merican R evolu tion and look s at the characters involved in a d ifferent way,” say s Joel
D enton, A + E ’s recently installed managing d irector, content sales and partnerships. “ It’s very
fresh, very commercial, with the feel of something lik e [M artin S corsese’s] G angs of New Y ork .”
“ H istory has commercial, action-d riven and male-sk ewing [d rama and content], and this fits
into that category,” ad d s D enton. “ The themes in S ons of L iberty are u niversal, and it’s a
period of A merican history very rooted to E u ropean history.”
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scripted banner, which is reserved for
premium product.
Another underlying reason for the studios
push is the evolution of the drama sector. “
The
audience in general has become more
appreciative of sophisticated drama – heavily
formatted shows like House and CSI will
continue to be successful, but there is also more
complex stuff coming out of the US and
elsewhere,”says J
oel Denton, A+E’s new content
sales chief. “
There is a broad opportunity with
miniseries, high-concept dramas and certain
other drama spaces. A+E Studios has a broad
model and is very open to a broad number of
partners – there is quite a lot in development
for which we might find partners.”
Denton is one of a clutch of recent hires and
joined in August as managing director, content
sales and partnerships, replacing Marielle
Zuccarelli. Former RHI/Sonar and Red Arrow
exec Denton has TV movie and series experience.
Cohan says the sales team has already got
the international contacts and reputation to
sell drama, but that its recent recruitment was
about getting that group fully prepared to sell
content across all genres.
Glen Hansen joined also as an LA-based
VP, programme sales for Asia Pacific, joining
from Zodiak, where he was selling scripted
and formats. Other execs added to the ranks in
the past year include Denis Canton, who
joined from 20th Century Fox as VPand head
of sales, international content sales, EMEA,
and Michael Oesterlin from Sonar.
Cohan accepts that there are many more
experienced drama sellers in the market, but
says that buyers will always seek out the best
content, irrespective of whether the supplier is
new or established.
“
Outside of long-term commitments it is a
meritocracy,”he says. “
We already have good
sales relationships so why shouldn’t we be at
the level or above the others?
”TBI
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Big-screen to
small-screen
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Amid what is described as the ‘Golden Age’ of TV drama there
is an increasing trend to look to feature films for small-screen
inspiration. John Hazelton looks at the film-to-TV trend and
reveals how top creative talent to raiding is studio vaults to
find material for the small screen
hen Fargo won this
year’s Emmy for best
miniseries,
creator
Noah Hawley ended his
acceptance speech with
a sly smile and a modest proposal: “
Let’s do it
again. What do you say?
”
Hawley was, of course, talking to the Fargo
production team that joined him on stage at
the awards ceremony and nodding to the fact
that the series, based on the 1996J
oel and
Ethan Coen feature film of the same name,
had just been ordered for a second 10-episode
run by US basic cable network FX.
But the writer-producer, previously best
known for crime dramedy Bones, could
almost have been talking to the entire US
industry. Because Fargo is part of a new wave
of television series based on features, a wave
that is taking the idea of movie-inspired
episodic TV – which last led to a series Emmy
in 197
9, when M*
A*
S*
H*notched its fifth
and final Best Comedy win – in some
interesting new directions.
The current trend is being driven by a
number of factors, first and foremost the
boom in demand for original programming
from cable channels and SVOD services like
Netflix and Amaz
on.
“
There’s an enormous amount of shelf
space for high-quality drama,”says Roma
Khanna, president of MGM Television,
president of MGM Television, which is the
coproducer of the Fargo series with FX
Productions, and owner of a 4,000-title film
library that includes the original Coen
brothers feature. “
Everyone’s looking for a

W

Bates Motel goes out on cable net A&E
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great idea, and it’s one more resource.”
For networks, movie spin-offs can be a way
to tap into the of kind dark, edgy material that
is currently in vogue in the TV market but that
has largely been squeez
ed out of the theatrical
market by comic-book adaptations and other
family-friendly blockbusters. And the
familiarity of the material can provide
reassurance as more channels forego pilots
and move towards straight-to-series ordering
models to cut costs and encourage auteurship.
For SVOD outlets, meanwhile, the film
world can be a source of the kind of
complicated, serialised storytelling that is
especially suited to binge viewing.
For studios and production companies,
basing a series on an existing movie is not so
much about economy – savings on
development costs are insignificant,
according to executives – as it is about
creating brand recognition that can help
attract initial interest from writers and talent,
from a network, from audiences and from
international buyers.
Going out into the international
marketplace with a series based on a wellknown film “
unquestionably helps, because
you have that built-in brand recognition and
appeal”
, says Peter Iacono, managing director
of international television at Lionsgate, whose
movie-based projects have included Oscarwinner spin-off series Crash and the recent
miniseries version of Rosemary’s Baby.
When a movie – or its auteur creator – is
particularly popular in a given territory, that
popularity can stir buyer interest in the spinoff series. And even when the movie had
TBI October/November 2014
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mixed fortunes internationally, the record of
its performance can help the distributor of the
series make more accurate revenue estimates
and better tailor marketing plans.
Initial audience interest doesn’t always turn
into ongoing audience support, and recent
movie-based flops have included the shortlived 2011 Charlie’s Angels revival, which
followed the 2000 movie version of the
original seventies series, the 2013 adaptation
of Beverly Hills Cop, which got no further
than a pilot, and this year’s Bad Teacher,
which CBS canceled after three episodes.
Producers say that spin-offs sometimes fail
because a studio’s film division, seeing
theatrical sequel possibilities, holds back
rights for too long, allowing the built-in appeal
of a series to fade. Series may also founder
because they present a derivative take on a
feature with more creative quality and –
especially where effects-driven films are
concerned – better production values.
Recent movie-based hits such as Friday
Night Lights, which ended a five-season run
in 2011, and Parenthood, now entering its
sixth and final season, have been loosely

“TV is now so novelistic.
There’s an interest in doing
projects where you can
unfold a story slowly and get
deeper in your characters”
NancyCotton,
F
oxTelev
is
ion
based on their source features. Several other
current spin-offs go to considerable lengths to
find new takes on the material that inspired
their creation.
Now going into its second season on NBC,
Universal Television’s About a Boy is based on
the 2002 British film of Nick Hornby’s novel
but moves the story’s location from London to
San Francisco and makes other set-up
changes that, in the words of series creator
J
ason Katims (
also an executive producer on
Friday Night Lights and Parenthood)
,
“
allowed there to be an excuse for episodes of
television to happen organically.”
“
You always honour the source
material,”Katims adds, “
and refer to it
and use it at times. But while you’re doing
that it’s absolutely essential that you move on
and let these characters live and breathe

on their own.”
Bates Motel, also from Universal and soon
to start production on its third season for
A&E, is a prequel to its big-screen inspiration,
Hitchcock classic Psycho, but focuses on the
relationship between a younger version of the
film’s Norman Bates character and his
mother.
Executive producer Kerry Ehrin, another
Parenthood and Friday Night Lights alumna,
admits that she was initially reluctant to get
involved “
because it’s such a dark subject and
the film is a classic, so there were a lot of ways
to screw it up. But there was something about
the mother-son relationship that was so
compelling that at the end of the day it felt
worth the risk”
.
For Ehrin, the famous film title was “
a bit of
a Trojan horse”
.“
You get to sneak in your own
take on the characters or however you want to
explore the world,”she says. And while the
Bates Motel audience essentially knows

About a Boy airs on NBC in the US
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where the story is heading, “
the fun of it is
going there in ways that they aren’t
expecting”
, she adds.
MGM’s two current series based on movies
from the studio’s library – the company hints
that more are on the way – illustrate different
approaches to source material.
The fourth season of MTV series Teen Wolf
“
has almost nothing to do with the original
[
1985 comedy]movie, which was a very light,
sweet piece, and the show is actually very dark
and edgy”
, says MGM boss Khanna.
Fargo – which uses none of the characters
from the film and will, in its second season,
take place in a different era – was a project
that creator Hawley and executive producer
Warren Littlefield wanted to make. “
We
challenged them to not make it a remake,”
Khanna recalls.
Upcoming movie-to-TV series now being
developed in the US are likely to come from a
range of studio and independent producers
and could employ even more different
approaches to adapting big-screen material.
Though the company declined to discuss its
production strategy in detail, the recently
resurrected Paramount Television appears to
be jump-starting its operations with a slew of
projects based on movies in the Viacomowned Paramount Pictures library.
The new division coproduced last year’s
Beverly Hill Cop pilot and already has a 13episode straight-to-series order from
Nickelodeon for a musical comedy based on
2003 feature School of Rock as well as a
reported put-pilot commitment from the Fox
network for a female-led spin on 2002 sci-fi
movie Minority Report.
The division is also thought to be
developing a Shutter Island prequel series for
HBO and small-screen episodic takes on such
movies as Terminator, The Truman Show

“Television has become
bolder.Where talent used to be
creatively bold in features,
they’re going to to TV and
doing it there”
Mark Stern,
I
M Global
and Ghost.
20th Century Fox division Fox Television
Studios recently secured a six-episode first
season order from Lifetime for Damien, a
series sequel to seventies Fox horror outing
The Omen, and put a project inspired by
2002 drama In America into development

“Psycho is such a dark film and
a classic that we could have
screwed Bates Motel up, but it
was so compelling that was
worth the risk”
KerryEhrin,
BatesMotel EP

with HBO.
FTVS’s senior vice president of
programming Nancy Cotton suggests that
Damien, with former The Walking Dead
showrunner Glen Maz
z
ara as an executive
producer, will tap into the US market’s “
big
fascination with genre and horror”
, and, with
its focus on an adult version of the film’s

“You always honour the source
material and refer to it, but it is
absolutely essential to move
the characters on and let them
breathe on their own”
J
as
on Katims
,
About a Boycreator
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central character, take advantage of prevalent
storytelling techniques.
“
TV, and particularly cable TV, is now so
novelistic,”Cotton says. “
There’s an interest
in doing projects where you can unfold a story
more slowly and get deeper into your
characters.”

Independents with movie-based projects in
the works include Entertainment One
Television, which is working with rights
controller Nu Image on a series spun off from
the Rambo movie franchise.
The project, which was being pitched to US
buyers a few weeks prior to MIPCOM, will be
a ‘hand-off series’ featuring the son of the
original Rambo character (
to be played on the
small screen by big-screen star Sylvester
Stallone)
.
“
Action series aren’t done a lot,”says eOne
Television executive vice president, global
production Carrie Stein. “
The idea of doing an
action series for a broad audience was really
appealing. The introduction of this new
character will give the series a really
contemporary feel.”
The idea was introduced to international
buyers in May, and Stein says she was
“
stunned at the enthusiasm we got. The

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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“We’re already looking at
series from outside the US to
adapted in the US, so why not
look at films from outside the
US to be adapted as series?”
Peter I
acono,
Lions
gate

reason is that the Rambo films continue to air
and the ratings are huge”
. The buyers “
were
excited that it wasn’t a cheesy eighties retread
of the films”
, she adds.
Where the movies-to-TV trend itself will go
next could depend both on its current
proponents and on new entrants to the
adaptation business.
After the success of Fargo and other
unexpected film-based hits, some executives
are beginning to see more spin-off potential
in independent and even foreign films.
“
We’re already looking at series from
outside the US to be adapted in the US, so
why not look at films from outside the US to
be adapted as series,”asks Lionsgate’s Ianoco.
The pool of independent films being

scrutinised for possible TV adaptation has
already expanded with the recent launch of
television divisions at Alcon Entertainment,
which is best known for features including
Insomnia, The Blind Side and Dolphin
Tale, and Legendary Entertainment, the
producer of The Hangover franchise and
The Dark Knight.
The most recent film indie to enter the
television business has been IM Global, and
Mark Stern, president of the new IM Global
Television division, confirms that TV projects
based on features – either from IM Global’s
own library or outside sources – are
“
definitely part of our plans”
.
Stern, who was previously president of the
Syfy US cable channel, says: “
In an extremely

crowded and competitive marketplace, you’re
looking for any edge that will get you noticed,
and one of the best ways to do that is to have
a title that people recognise.”
Referring to the theatrical world, Stern says:
“
There is less creative courage because of how
high the stakes are in features now.”By
comparison, “
Television has become more
and more bold, and you’re seeing a migration
of talent that wants to do creatively bold
things. Where they used to do it in features,
now they’re going to TV and doing it there.”
Like other executives who are helping to
fuel the trend, Stern suggests that the latest
crop of movie-based series confirms rather
than refutes the idea that this is a ‘Golden
Age’ of television drama.
Because of expanding demand for scripted
series, “
there’s more opportunity to tell
interesting stories and to look at adapting
movies”
, says Stern. “
Fargo is a perfect
example of a movie that would never have
been looked at for adaptation maybe five or
eight years ago.”
Now, says the IM Global Television chief,
television producers “
are willing to take more
chances and be more creatively adventurous,
in a way they might not have a few years ago.”
Television, it appears, truly is the new musthave accessory in Hollywood. TBI

Teen Wolf‘barely’resembles the movie movie it is based on
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The public purse

Ripper Street

Public broadcasters around the world are squeezed tighter than ever in today’s post global
recession marketplace. Can their commercial divisions ease the burden, asks Jesse Whittock
quick Google search on public
service broadcasters returns
worrying results such as “
EBU
concerned over Portuguese
broadcasting budget cuts”
,
“
Concerns over plans to dismantle Israeli
public broadcaster”and “
Dutch government
slammed over PSB cuts”
.
Public service broadcast organisations from

A
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the UK to Australia are feeling the pinch of
government cutbacks and budget tightening as
the global economy struggles to adjust to the
market after the international banking crisis.
In the UK, the BBC has been slashing
services – its plan to scrap BBC Three as a
linear brand has raised eyebrows – as part of its
Delivering Quality First strategy. In France,
Ré
my Pflimlin last year announced plans to axe

600 jobs at France Té
lé
visions. Greece even
closed its public service broadcaster, ERT, in
summer 2013 in response to its desperate
financial state, making it the first European
pubcaster to shut since the Second World War.
Similar stories are unfolding elsewhere in
Europe, where PSBs are perhaps the strongest
in the world. Things are no different in
Australia, where vicious battles over the future
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of the ABC and its multicultural cousin SBS
are raging. In Canada, staff at CBC are facing
massive cuts. Meanwhile, many dissenters
rally against mandatory licence fees.
With money in short supply and
governments demanding more from their
pubcasters for less, the commercial units of
these organisations have increasingly come to
the fore as a means of generating revenues,
exploiting new and archive programming and
even helping to co-finance shows.
“
In the context of a global crisis, revenues have
been increasing year-on-year,”says Rodolfo
Domí
nguez
, commercial director at Spanish
pubcaster RTVE.
“
There is obviously pressure on us,”adds
Nathalie Bobineau, executive VP, television
and consumer goods at France Té
lé
visions
Distribution, the international sales wing of
France’s giant public broadcaster, France

“Having invested heavily in
local programming, it would
make no sense not to offer it
to international broadcasters”
Stephen Mowbray
,
SVTI
nt’
l
Té
lé
visions.
“
We share efforts with [
France Té
lé
visions]
,”
she says. “
They are going through budget cuts
and have to do more with less – and the same
goes for us. At the moment there are lots of
discussions on how to proceed, how to finance
better or differently, for example.”
“
It is true and openly known – and not only
for public service broadcasters, but also all free

TV broadcasters – that there has been
tightening, and budgets have been cut, or at
least have not increased,”says Alexander
Coridass, CEO of Germany’s ZDF Enterprises,
which is owned by ZDF. “
Disposable income,
even at stable media companies, is 2% or 3%
less [
than before the economic crisis]
. As far as
I can see, there is a financial pressure on
broadcasters, and every additional penny is very

Never Wipe Tears...:confirmed SVT as a ‘world-class broadcaster’

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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The Apocalypse brand sells well internationally

welcome. Put another way, a million more
nowadays is perhaps more important than it
was 10 or 20 years ago.”
“
Any temptation to make short-term moves
with things is off-strategy,”says BBC Worldwide
CEO Tim Davie. “
We’re looking at what delivers
the most sustainable returns.”
Companies such as FTD, BBCWW and
ZDFE primarily make their revenues selling
programming piped through from the parent
organisation, with the sales acting as a dual
boon by improving the standing of the country
in the eyes of the global broadcasting
community and viewing public.
“
Having invested heavily in local
programming, to then not offer it to
international partners would make no sense,”
says Stephen Mowbray, head of SVT
International, the acquisitions and sales arm
of Sweden’s SVT. “
We are very proud of our
programming and when BBC Four aired
Never Dry Tears Without Gloves, for example,
it was a confirmation that we are a world-class
broadcaster.”
“
Our goal is to extend the reach of our
programmes beyond the PBS broadcast while
generating revenues for our stakeholders and
producers”
, says Tom Koch, vice president of
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PBS International, which is part of PBS
Distribution, a joint-venture sales company
run by US pubcaster PBS and local station
group WGBH-TV.
PBSI is one of a number that uses the

Two drama The Fall and Australian teen drama
H2O – J
ust Add Water.
“
In addition to that, we have a small
portfolio of production subsidies, which are
another source of programmes for our
catalogue,”says ZDFE boss Coridass. “
This
means going at a very early stage to talk with
authors and creators to secure the rights.”
FTD’s Bobineau says her firm has “
always
been part of the budget”of France Té
lé
visions
programming, but that this investment isn’t
enough for it to consider itself a co-financer in
the same way BBCWW is with many BBC
programmes.
This makes preselling doubly important.
“
We can’t sell it once the content is delivered
for television – that’s too late,”says Bobineau.
“
[
Factual hit]Apocalypse delivered midsummer 2009, but we had been selling it 18
months before with a six-minute teaser. It has
brought us super-significant revenues.”
TVE’s Domí
nguezsays the key for TVE is
“
that we are involved in our channels’ projects
from the very beginning. This way we can
commercialise ancillary products from our
own programmes, and we can participate in
the decision-making of our company relating
to the purchase of programmes”
.
This is evermore important considering the
on-going economic woes in Spain. Indeed,
TVE was forced to make basic tier sports
channel Teledeportes an online-only platform

“France Télévisions is going
through budget cuts, and have
to do more with less.We have
to do the same”
Nathalie Bobineau,
France Télév
is
ionsDis
tribution
international market not only as a platform to
sell to, but also as somewhere to find new
projects to fund.
“
We are very active in production financing
in exchange for distribution and broadcast
rights,”says Koch. “
We invest in numerous
projects at the greenlight stage.”
ZDFE – which is officially separate from
ZDF, but actually 100%owned by the pubcaster
as a private company – invests in both local ZDF
and international programming such as BBC

this year as part of cost reductions that have
seen around €150 million (
US$190 million)
cut in the 2011-13 period.
TVE coproduces with other Spanishlanguage territories in Latin America, and is
also required by law to dedicate a percentage of
its budget to European projects such as feature
films, telemovies, documentaries and
animated series.
Top performing catalogue titles include
scripted series such as Remember When…,

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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Love in Difficult Times and, more recently,
Isabel.
Drama is also returning revenues to SVT
International, says Mowbray, though the
company is not always able to gain
international distribution rights.
“
Fiction, which is the main [
business]
driver

De Siervo says Rai’s production and
distribution arms must work more closely in
order to deliver content that works well for the
pubcaster’s channel portfolio, but also caters
for “
international tastes”
.
Coproducing with the likes of India’s DQon
animated series Pio the Chicken was a result

“The primary function of
BBC Worldwide is clearly to
deliver sustainable financial
returns, and that remains as
true as ever today”
Tim Dav
ie,
BBC Worldwide
internationally, is generally deficit-financed by
SVT, meaning that producers and coproducers
are invited to co-finance production in return
for distribution rights,”he says.
This has seen companies such as Shine
International, ZDFE and ITV Studios Global
Entertainment pick up rights to SVT’s scripted
series. “
Factual and children’s titles tend not to
be financed in this way and make up the
majority of our catalogue,”adds Mowbray.
The relationship of pubcasters to their
commercial counterpart remains a muchdebated topic in newspapers and online in
countries around the world. Pubcasters are not
designed as for-profit organisations, and some
ideologues use this as a rod to beat them with.
“
The primary function of BBC Worldwide is
clearly to deliver sustainable financial returns,
and that remains as true today as ever,”says its
boss, Davie. “
Clearly we are in more global
markets [
than in the past]
. The commercial is
additive to the PSB activity and a way to build
the BBC brand, and the brand value, of the
organisation around the world.
“
There is no contradiction in growing the
reputation of the BBC and the BBC brand and
the desire to make sustainable financial
returns.”
Luigi De Siervo, CEO of Rai Com, the new
sales, coproduction and digital division that
sells Italian pubcaster Rai’s content, points to
series such as Inspector Montelbano as having
a “
worldwide standing”
. However, with
acquisitions budgets down at many channels,
the need for more international content is
stronger than ever.
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of this strategy, he adds.
BBCWW, meanwhile, generated profit of
£157
.4 million (
US$255 million)in 2013/14,
and with sales topping £1 billion, returned
£17
3.8 million to the BBC. With the BBC
looking to open out its production division as
its terms of trade shift to deal with the
increasingly merged global market, the
company has now gone back to controversial
indie acquisitions. The BBC Trust had
previously said the company should “
broadly
rule out”such deals, and a number of
investments had been divested.
However, last month it acquired 40% of
Lookout Point, the UK drama-financing and

champion local creativity in their markets. The
commercial arms of the PSBs have a role in
securing the best programming.”
ZDFE, meanwhile, has taken to investing in
its own production divisions by treating
internal production hubs “
like start ups”
, says
Coridass. “
We allow our production units, and
everybody who needs, say, €100,000 or €1
million to realise projects, to get it from the top
management, as soon as they persuade us they
have a really solid plan.”
He describes ZDFE’s approach as acting
“
much like other commercial companies”
,
investing where there is opportunity.
For FTD, which is very much a salesfocused business, a move towards local
production from its linear TV clients has been
offset by players such as Netflix and Amaz
on
becoming keen buyers, says Bobineau. “
The
good thing for us is that new media has
emerged to support revenues. That is
compensating for the lack of turnover from
traditional clients,”she adds.
TVE’s Domí
nguezsays the future for all
broadcasters will be a challenge, and that only
larger-scale international cooperation can ease
the financial burdens. “
These days, all of the
commercial divisions [
of pubcasters]have to
face the challenge of finding out new
alternative sources of revenues.
“
Paradoxically, the key to get new revenues
has to be sought in the technological
revolution itself, and this has to do with the
creation of new content and media and with

“These days, all of the
commmercial divisions have
to face the challenge of
finding new and alternative
sources of revenues”
Rodolf
oDomí
nguez
,
RTVE
production specialist that Simon Vaughan
runs, and one of the firms behind crime
drama Ripper Street.
“
Without doubt, there is an understandable
responsibility if you are part of an organisation
that is publicly funded, but we want to identify
the best in UK creativity,”Tim Davie says.
“
Clearly [
large-scale M&A]is a game that is
going global, [
while]the role of PSBs is to

the elimination of borders.”
Ultimately, though, all these companies
have one thing in common, as Mowbray at
Sweden’s SVT points out.
“
Everything we do at SVT has a public
service element – even our commercial
activities,”he says. “
The content we produce
has always public service values at the core.”
TBI
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Shopping
in France
Biarritzremains a busy Rendez-Vous for international buyers, who can discover French TV
series ahead of MIPCOM. This year the mood was positive as French TV exports achieved
record sales, Pascale Paoli-Lebailly reports
e RendezVous is the place to get
a feel for how French TV is
evolving and the trends
emerging. From September 7
-11,
bright and sunny Biarritzdays
didn’t deter 266 international buyers from
heading inside to screen hundreds of hours of
content, across all genres, provided by 120
Gallic distribution companies.
The 17
4 invited acquiring companies came
from 64 countries for the 20th edition of TV

L
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France International’s yearly market.
“
This has always been a busy market, but
we have to really work hard to convince buyers
and get deals done,”says Nathalie Bobineau,
France Té
lé
visions Distribution executive VP.
“
It is very important to give international
buyers an exclusive introduction to the French
TV offering.”
One month before MIPCOM, the convention
still attracts all the European public service
channels, from ARD to Rai and the Scandi nets,

and even J
apan’s NHK.
European commercial broadcasters,
including Italy’s Mediaset Group and
Germany’s Super RTL, were also represented,
along with delegates from the Middle East.
Pay TV platforms, new-media operators and
in-flight buyers were also in town.
Biarritzis also where French companies can
showcase content to buyers from countries that
buy less French fare, such as Croatia, Greece,
Bulgaria and Turkey.
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Buyers screened nearly 9,000hours of content

Canal+’s The World According to H&M

This year, Canal France International, the
France Té
lé
visions’ agency, was tasked with
facilitating relationships between media
groups in Africa and parts of Europe.
CFI made the introductions between reps
from 15 African channels, which included six
French-language and five English. The
delegates from Cameroon Radio and
Television, Ghana Broadcasting Corporation
(
GBC)and Zambia Broadcasting Corporation
(
ZNBC)were there to get acquainted with

French content and with international
distribution in general.
“
CFI used to buy for these channels, but
now we want to enable them to make their
own choices,”Franç
oise Mas, CFI’s head of
youth programming and cinema acquisitions,
says. “
They’re looking for various kinds of
programmes – animation, docs, drama,
cinema – and volume deals. Contrary to the
French-language channels, the Englishlanguage broadcasters already know how to
buy and strike deals.”
Low licence fees can make
business harder with these and
other smaller broadcasters, but
French companies, whose
growth is now predicated upon
multiple small sales, are eager
to get a foothold in the
continent and take on strong
competition from Africancontent buyers’ business
from China, among others.
During the five days of
Le RendezVous, the buyers
had 1,154 programmes to
screen, 63% of which were
new, covering series and
dramas, documentaries,
formats
and
kids
programming.

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM

They watched 8,836hours of content and
the 10-most-viewed titles were new drama
series and docs, driven by upcoming France 2
thriller series Witnesses.
Le Rendez
-Vous is where distributors
highlight new productions, and Newen
Distribution chose to focus on this promising
Ciné
té
vé
-produced 6x30mins drama.
The show follows a murder investigation
after a number of bodies are discovered. It is
written and directed by Herve Hadmar and
Marc Herpoux, the pair behind the Canal+TV
series Pigalle, and will be on French
screens early next year.
According to Laetitia Recayte,
Newen’s MD, the company
is hoping to repeat the
success it had selling
crime drama Spiral
(
Engrenages)to the
international
market. “
Witnesses
has the potential to
become the next
French hit,”she says.
“
Several broadcasters

La Fabrique des
Formats launched My
Life Made In France
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FRENCH EXPORT STATISTICS SHOW GROWTH

White Soldier was in demand at the market

have already shown interest. Globally, drama
series remain quite attractive.”
The first installment of LE Rights’ White
Soldier TV movies (
produced by Breakout
Films and Canal+)
, whose action is set in
French Indochina in late 1945, was the
second-most-screened drama in Biarritz
.
Coming third was the Arte France-Bonne
Pioche 40x30mins doc series World Medicine,
which is a global tour of ancient medicinal
practices. Arte Distribution sold the series into
Cameroon as part of a 200-hour package.
Highlighted by Mediatoon at one of TVFI’s
thematic dinners at the market, prehistoric
sitcom The Darwiners, from Haut et Court
TV and Arte, ranked as the most-viewed
animation title, coming ahead of two other
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The latest French TV ex ports su rvey, cond u cted by TVFI and C NC , shows E u rope remained the
top bu y er for French TV prod u ction in 2013 , with 6 6 .9 % of all sales. On a global basis, sales
went u p 8 % to €13 7 .1million (U S $ 17 6 million) in 2013 , an all-time record .
W ith presales, u p 8 .9 % at €42.4 million, and with coprod u ction fu nd ing ad d ed , the valu e
of French TV ex ports was €7 3 .5 million. This was the highest level for 12 y ears, since the
€209 .3 million record ed in 2001.
Overall, French companies sold 6 7 ,000 TV hou rs in 2013 , u p 5 0% y ear-on-y ear, which also
means the nu mber of small pu rchases have mu ltiplied over the y ears.
If G erman-speak ing territories confirmed that they are the biggest bu y ers of French TV
ex ports, especially for animation and d ocs (ahead of Belgiu m), western E u rope as a whole
registered an u ptu rn in activity last y ear, u p 25 .6 % , with sou thern cou ntries inclu d ing Italy
and S pain coming back to bu y for their D TT channels.
H istorical bu y ers su ch as Italy ’s R ai also stepped back into acq u isitions mod e in Biarritz
after a bu y ing hiatu s. Italian acq u isitions ex ecs were at R end ez Vou s in nu mbers. M ed iaset
G rou p was look ing for d rama and confirmed that after three y ears of red u cing spend ing, its
situ ation has stabilised . “ W e still have a lower acq u isition bu d get than before,” say s S onia
L atou i, d rama acq u isitions ex ecu tive. “ W e very mu ch d epend on U S majors. W e u sed to spend
15 % of ou r acq u isition bu d get on French prod u ctions; now it has settled at 10% . W e’re look ing
for TV movies and series lik e police d ramas W itnesses and [FTV’s] The P assenger. H owever,
we hard ly ever bu y d ocu mentaries, as French d ocs are not d y namic enou gh.”
W hile sou thern and western E u rope were k ey bu y ers, TVFI registered a d owntu rn in activity
from central and eastern E u rope, R u ssia, U k raine and the A sia P acific region. North A merica is
still the second -biggest importer, bu t retu rned to stable levels after an ex ceptional 2012.
By genre, French ex ports are as u su al d riven by animation, the valu e of which reached €7 3 .3
million. A nimation sales represent 3 4.2% of the total, ahead of d ocu mentary (€40.2 million),
scripted (€3 1.3 million) and formats (€22.1 million). K ey 2013 programme ex ports inclu d ed
d rama series The R etu rned and Braq u o from Z od iak R ights, and shortform L E R ights’ series
D ear Neighbou rs.

key titles: PGS Entertainment’s Alvinnn!
!
! fourth season of which is in production,
and the Chipmunks and France TV
notched up new buyers in Scandinavia and
eastern Europe.
Distribution’s Peanuts, which will start next
TV formats were also a focus at TVFI, and
November on France 3. The Darwiners, the
French formats incubator La Fabrique des
Formats co-launched two priz
es awarding doc
formats: My Life Made in France, from
Camé
ra Subjective and Upside Distribution,
and Anything Goes, from Shine
International. The first is a documentary for
Canal+following the nine-month adventure
of a thirty-year-old journalist who decided to
replace each of his possessions with an
equivalent
product
designed
and
manufactured in France. The programme has
already rolled out as an international format
and has been optioned in Germany by Tresor
TV Produktions, Italy by Ballandi Multimedia,
Spain by TV Comercial, Ireland by Dineen
Productions and Russia by KB Productions,
and to companies in the US and Canada.
Kowalski’s Two Thieves has secured sales
Produced by Satisfaction – The Television
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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TV Series

The Seed of Freedom

B&B

Drama - Web Series - 10 x 15’

Dramedy - 29 x 70’ - New 2nd Season

TV Movies

Documentaries

The Marina Café

Fast Track Injustice

Period Drama - 85’

Social - 54’

TV Programs

Feature Films

The Target

A Night in Old Mexico

Fact Check - 53 x 70’ - New 3rd Season

Drama - 110’
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Agency, Anything Goes is a late-night Friday
entertainment show broadcast on TF1 since
2011. It has already been licensed into more
than 20 countries including the US, where it
runs on Fox.
French animation companies in Biarritz
included Mediatoon, with its new
26x26mins show Linkers and Superights
with Kika &Bob.
Documentary distributors were targeting
high-value productions and series such as
France 5’s upcoming 26-part Ways to School,
adapted from Winds’ feature film On the
Way to School.
Terranoa, which has added 30 new hours
to its slate, unveiled J
acques Malaterre and
J
ean-Yves Le Naour’s historical doc series
Forgotten by History, which received strong
interest from Nordic broadcasters.
“
The global feeling is that there are fewer
doc slots for investigation films,”J
ava Films
founder Roch Boz
ino points out, saying he
regrets the absence of Radio Canada from the
market because of restructuring. His
company was starting the sales effort on oneoff doc The World According to H&M,
produced by Premi‘ re Ligne for Canal+.
Film &Picture-produced ‘slow TV’ format
Tokyo Reverse, for France 4, sold to Dutch
channel Ned 3, and Balanga’s Christophe
Bochnacki noted new sales for A Tale of Two
Thieves from Kowalski Television, which is
about Britain’s Great Train Robbery of 1963.
“
Competition is harder, prices decreasing,
and the global competition is abundant, so
we work at a very early stage with producers
on the editorial content and programme
packaging,”says Bochnacki.
Some new buyers from video-on-demand
platforms such as MHzNetworks in the US
also made the trip to Biarritz
. Though not
replacing the revenue lost from the collapse
of the physical video sector, the digital market
is becoming increasingly lucrative for French
distributors.
“
Companies specialised in youth
programming have increased their newplatform revenues by 20-25% over the last
five years,”TVFI’s chief Mathieu Bejot says.
At Mediatoon, deputy general manager
J
é
rô
me Alby, who has struck a global deal
with Netflix for France, UK and Belgium,
says that digital revenues account for 15% of
the company’s turnover. He forecasts that the
figure will jump to over 20% in 2015. TBI
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TVFI PREPS ‘IMDB’ DISTRIBUTION TOOL
TVFI is creating a new d igital service to help d istribu tors boost sales. It is preparing an IM D Blik e platform – the work ing title is France E x port P ro – for the promotion and sale of French
TV content.
The first phase of the project will be lau nched in Ju ne 2015 . Targeting both pu blic and
professional u se, the service will be an ex hau stive wind ow on French TV content, with show
trailers and ratings d ata. There will be a specific section where international bu y ers can access
vid eos.
France E x port P ro has a €3 .5 million (U S $ 4.5 million) bu d get and is being cofinanced with
fu nd ing organisation the C NC . It aims to cover 40,000 shows.
“ Ou r cu rrent website will evolve in the short term, and all the catalogu es and references to
the programs will be transferred to France E x port P ro,” TVFI’s M athieu Bejot say s. “ French
companies have mu ltiplied the nu mber of sales in ord er to remain at the same [financial] level
as in previou s y ears. This platform will allow them to red u ce their technical spend ing and to
win new mark et segments in new cou ntries or among small bu y ers.”

World Medicine explores ancient medicinal practices

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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Laughter track
When international TV executives describe this as the Golden Age, they’re usually thinking of
US dramas like Breaking Bad or House ofCards, but digital and formats are helping to put
comedy into the picture, reports Andy Fry
here are three main reasons why
comedy is challenging to sell.
The first is that far fewer
networks invest in comedy than
drama, which means the pool of
potential hits is smaller. In the US, which
drives the agenda in most genres, new
comedy tends to be the preserve of the big
four networks and a handful of specialist
cable channels, unlike drama, in which 40 to
50 channels are in search of signature shows.
The second is that comedies are more likely
to crash and burn at birth. While it’s possible
to point to a few stalwart performers like The
Big Bang Theory and Modern Family, of the
new shows to debut on the big four networks
last season, only The Goldbergs has survived.
The third is that comedy doesn’t travel as
well as drama. Exceptions include Friends,
Anger Management, New Girl, 2 Broke Girls,
The Big Bang Theory, Two and a Half Men,
and The Simpsons, which has just been sold
to China, but the general view is that comedy
is often too culturally specific to export
successfully.
Having said all this, most companies in the
scripted content business see comedy as an
important part of their portfolios, and there’s
a general consensus that changes in
consumer media behaviour are probably
working to the genre’s advantage.
Zodiak Media’s head of international
scripted, Caroline Torrance, has a comedy
slate that is predominantly UK-originated.
“
Our traditional markets for comedy are
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the US and
Scandinavia,”she says. “
Some shows sell to
Germany, but I can count the sales to Spain,
Italy and France on one hand.”
The rise of digital platforms, however,
makes her optimistic: “
When you look at what
people watch on YouTube and other online
platforms, viewing is so driven by comedy. It’s

T
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not half-hours, it’s clips, but it’s interesting for
the comedy world. We’re also looking at how
Netflix is opening up opportunities. There is
definitely an appetite at the SVOD services to
use comedy to reach a young audience not
served by broadcasters. We have series like
BBC3’s Siblings, which are perfect for SVOD
platforms.”
Digital’s impact on comedy is also
referenced by SPT president of international
distribution Keith LeGoy. “
There is a young

audience, aged 12-34, that has grown up as
part of a global community thanks to
platforms like Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube,”he says. “
They are more inclined to
relate to the same characters and situations
than in the past, and I think that shared
sensibility is helping comedy travel more
easily, particularly US comedy. Broadcasters
see that trend and are keen to attract that
demo.”
From SPT’s perspective, says LeGoy, this

Safety First outperformed its slot average by 63%

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM

globalised sensibility is reinforced by the fact
“
there are so many more channels buying
content these days”
. “
That’s an opportunity
for comedies of ours like Marry Me and The
Goldbergs, which we’re bringing to
MIPCOM.”
Not to be overlooked either is the fact that
Netflix and Amaz
on are now commissioning
full-blown scripted series, he adds. “
We’re
bringing Amaz
on series Transparent and
Moz
art in the J
ungle to the Cannes market as
well. Anything that brings through new talent
and ideas is fantastic for the future of
comedy.”
SPT is also a global leader in formatting
comedy, which has been an effective way of
tackling the issue of cultural relevance.
“
Married With Children and The Nanny have
been juggernauts for us,”says LeGoy. “
We’ve
made more episodes of MWC for Russia than
we had in the archive. And now we’ve had
another breakthrough with The J
effersons,
which sold to America Television in Peru.”
The above themes tend to guide the
strategies at most companies in the comedy
business. Endemol Worldwide Distribution’s
CEO, Cathy Payne, says her company’s UKbased comedies generally have quite local
appeal, “
whereas we have an output deal with
US cable channel TV Land that does well for
us. Hot in Cleveland and The Exes have been
big successes for us in international
distribution, and we have high hopes for
Younger, which stars Hilary Duff and is
created by Darren Star [
Sex in the City]
.”
With 100 episodes in the can, Hot in
Cleveland is also being adapted for Russia,
says Payne. “
But formatting is much tougher
for a British comedy because they don’t have
the episodes.”
One way that British comedy creators try to
get round this lack of episodes is by
attempting to emulate The Office. Originated
in the UK, it ran for 12 episodes on the BBC.
Subsequently, however, a US version for NBC
clocked up over 200 episodes, which makes it
perfect for global distribution and formatting.
The theory makes sense, says Payne, but
the problem in practice is that Brit comedies
rarely get beyond pilot stage in the US. Bad
Education (
one of EWD’s comedy headlines
at MIPCOM)
, Only Fools &Horses, Gavin &
Stacey and Spy are just a few of the British
comedies that generated interest in the US
but didn’t make it to series. “
The
TBI October/November 2014
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Inbetweeners is one of the few that made it,”
says Payne, “
but then it got cancelled. The
problem is that the US versions are often
softer and lose some of the humour.”
BBC Worldwide’s head of scripted, Liam
Keelan, acknowledges the general thesis that
non-US comedy doesn’t travel well outside its
core markets, but he shares LeGoy’s view that
digital is changing the market. “
Shows like
Miranda and Mrs Brown’s Boys tend to do
best in the English-speaking markets and
Scandinavia, but SVOD providers are helping
some shows develop broader international
followings. Moone Boy, Pramface and Misfits
are all shows that have gone onto Hulu in the
US and done very well. It was Misfits’
performance on Hulu that led to it being
picked up by US cable. SVOD gives comedies
more time to develop a fanbase than TV
channels, which are more beholden to
overnight ratings.”
The new platforms are also becoming
valuable business partners, he adds. “
There
are a lot more interesting deals that can be
done these days around windows,”he says.
“
Think of something like The Wrong Mans,
which was a coproduction between the BBC
and Hulu.”
Keelan says sitcoms like David Walliams
and Catherine Tate’s Big School have done
good business, but he also stresses that
comedy looks a lot more successful in terms
of exports if you define it more broadly. “
Karl
Pilkington’s An Idiot Abroad and The
Moaning of Life are strong international
series that link Karl’s distinctive humour and

THE PRODUCER PERSPECTIVE
A sh A talla is on the A L ist of U K comed y prod u cers. H aving established
his repu tation work ing on shows lik e The Office and The IT C rowd , he
went on to lau nch ind ie prod u cer R ou ghcu t TV. Five y ears on, he say s
the company is ex periencing its fastest-ever growth phase. “ Trollied , for
S k y, is abou t to go into its fou rth season, something we’ve achieved in
a very short space of time by U K prod u ction stand ard s. W e’ve also got
a new stu d io comed y for C omed y C entral coming soon and a very silly
cop bu d d y sitcom for the BBC called Top C oppers. That’s in ad d ition to
sitcom C u ck oo and M r T’s W orld ’s C raz iest Fools.”
A ccord ing to A talla, comed y is “a momentu m bu siness. The more y ou are able to d emonstrate a good track record as a company, the more people want to work with y ou . I also think
the sk ills are very transferable. If y ou can hand le the logistical complex ity of a sitcom then
y ou can ex tend that into other programme areas” .
R ou ghcu t’s international d istribu tion activities are hand led by FremantleM ed ia International,
bu t A talla say s he also k eeps a close ey e on the global mark et. “ The world has gotten smaller,” he say s. “ W e talk to U S cable network s and S VOD play ers, and they k now who we are,
so that raises the possibility of work ing d irectly for them.”
In terms of the internet’s impact on the comed y bu siness, A talla sees it as “another way
for talent to come to ou r attention, bu t from a company perspective, the economics remain
d ifficu lt, becau se there are no bu d gets of any scale. I think it’s ind ivid u als who are having
su ccess in that field , with companies waiting to see who gets traction and whether they want
to transfer into TV” .
For the most part, he say s, “ H u mou r isn’t that u niversal, with cou ntries lau ghing in a
d ifferent way.” Bu t he d oes see scope for format d eals with certain shows. “ W e’re read y to
tak e the Trollied format to the mark et. It’s set in a su permark et that is a very u niversal world .
That’s something we believe can translate.”

work when combined with the travel genre. I
think there are more situations now where
you see comedy on TV in factual
entertainment formats.”
As an exec who deals with a lot of comedy,

The Worst Week OfMy Life has life as a format
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Hat Trick International sales chief Sarah Tong
knows what she’s talking about when she
says: “
Comedy is the hardest thing to sell and
is still tough. It’s a lot to do with personal
preferences and tastes. Humour doesn’t travel
like drama or factual entertainment.
“
The secret internationally is keep it simple
and visual. One of the best shows for us is The
Worst Week of My Life, which is from 2004.
We are still selling it as a format.”
UK-based Tong confirms that US comedy
is the big seller, but she has got round that fact
with Episodes: “
Some channels have a lot of
US [
comedy]
content and don’t want British –
but we can take Episodes to them, as it has a
US feel. It helps Matt LeBlanc is in it and it is
written by David Crane – it is part-American.”
The number of episodes is a problem,
confirms Tong. “
American comedies have
20+episodes,”she says, “
so pitching a six-part
British comedy can be hard. Outnumbered
didn’t really start selling until we were into
season three. Now [
that]
there are 34 episodes
interest is much stronger.”
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Episodes goes out on premium cable net
Showtime in the US and the distribution arm
of another premium cabler, Starz
, is now
getting into international comedy sales after
the channel moved into original comedy in
the US. It will launch Survivor’s Remorse at
MIPCOM, a six-part half-hour comedy
following Cam Calloway, a basketball
phenomena in his early twenties who is thrust
into the limelight after signing a multimillion-dollar contract with a professional
basketball team in Atlanta.
“
The ideas of family, relationships and what
happens when you become successful and
what you owe the neighbourhood you came
from are universal,”says Starz managing
director Carmi Zlotnik.
“
It was the right time for us to start doing
original comedy. There was no doubt that we
would do it eventually, and when we saw
Survivor’s Remorse, we thought the time was
right with LeBron [
J
ames, the basketball star
who is an executive producer]
and Maverick’s
insight and Mike O’Malley and Tom Werner’s
ability to execute that.”
Starz
’s comedy play will continue with
Blunt Talk, another half-hour series, from
Seth MacFarlane (
Family Guy)and J
onathan
Ames (
Bored to Death)and produced by
MRC. The character comedy will follow a US
TV host played by Patrick Stewart, and Starz
gave the show an immediate two-season

Survivor’s Remorse is Starz’s big MIPCOM launch

order, for 20 episodes in all. “
It is quite a
commitment but not a big risk,”says Zlotnik.
“
When you look at the group involved, you
know it will be good, it will be funny.”He adds
that when it comes to comedy, Starz
’ strategy
is “
crawl-walk-run”
, and it is now waiting to
see how its first offering performs.
In terms of MIPCOM launches, HTI’s Tong
picks out Boomers. “
It features an oldergeneration ensemble cast, so will attract a wide
demographic,”she says. “
Since its launch on
BBC One on Friday nights it’s won its slot every
week, which will be a fantastic selling point.”

THE CHANNEL PERSPECTIVE
L ou rd es D iaz , VP , head of global prod u ction and d evelopment at C omed y C entral
International, say s her remit is to find “ broad relatable comed ies that can travel across ou r
large international network of channels and appeal to ou r 16 -3 4 y ear-old viewers” .
Bu t it isn’t easy, she say s. “ W hat’s the q u ote? ‘D y ing is easy, comed y is hard .’ E very d ay
ou r team goes ou t to find those things in comed y that bring u s together, as opposed to those
that d rive u s apart. It’s find ing those common relatable themes and characters where we look
to mak e a d ifference with ou r original comed ies.”
To this end , she say s C C I has piloted a nu mber of mu lti-camera sitcoms over the past six
months and greenlit series prod u ction on a cou ple, the latest being I L ive W ith M od els from
A sh A talla’s R ou ghcu t. H owever, she ad mits it is hard to come u p with shows that can cross
bord ers. “ S ometimes what we are d oing at C C I feels lik e the W ild W ild W est – try ing to mak e
broad comed ies in the U K , with U K talent that have a U S pace, look and feel. Fortu nately,
we’re work ing with prod u cers who share ou r vision.”
In terms of trend s, “ W e saw many relationship comed ies at the L A S creenings with fu nny
family d y namics” , ad d s D iaz . On the role of the internet, she observes that the web is great
for new talent: “ There is lots of fu nny talent online, and we track them for the right opportu nity to translate to TV.” A sk ed to q u alify this era for comed y, D iaz is d iplomatic. “ W e are
d u e another big broad comed y that the world loves eq u ally across bord ers,” she say s.
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Echoing Tong’s reference to LeBlanc, Tricon
Films &TV senior VPdistribution and business
development J
on Rutherford says that having
recognised stars helps comedy sell. “
We have an
output deal with US cable channel IFC,”he
says, “
which has brought some outstanding
comedy into our catalogue. A lot of their shows
feature A-List comics, which is attractive to
buyers looking for stand-out shows.”
Examples include Comedy Bang Bang, a
comedy format that has featured guest stars
such as Zach Galifianakis, Andy Samberg,
J
essica Alba and J
ason Schwartz
man, says
Rutherford. There’s also The Spoils Of
Babylon, a spoof miniseries produced by and
starring Will Ferrell, and Birthday Boys, a
sketch comedy series executive produced by
Bob Odenkirk and Ben Stiller. “
It’s the kind of
irreverent programming that won’t play on
every channel, but it’s great for pay TV, SVOD
and some public channels. ABC Australia is a
good home for comedy, for example.”
FremantleMedia’s director of global drama,
Sarah Doole, approaches comedy on a
number of fronts. She is, for example, in the
midst of a project to ramp up FM’s scriptedformat business. “
We own a lot of classic
comedies like Man About the House and
George and Mildred, which have lots of
episodes and great writing.”
Like her peers, Doole says comedy can be
tough to sell internationally. “
But we have had
successes such as The IT Crowd. We’re also
very positive about the chances for Cuckoo,
which we have just sold to ARD in Germany.
Part of the appeal of that show is its US leads
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Endemol has ‘high hopes’ for Younger

[
Andy Samberg in season one and Taylor
Lautner in season two]
, but also co-star Greg
Davies has a very visual, almost slapstick,
humour that travels well internationally. Both
shows work because they have universal
elements that everybody recognises – such as

being stuck in an office and family life.”
In terms of the influence of digital on
mainstream comedy, Doole points to shows
like Lisa Kudrow’s Web Therapy (
represented
by FremantleMedia International)
, which
went from web to TV. “
We also do incredibly

THE DIGITAL PERSPECTIVE
E nd emol Bey ond is a global initiative that has arou nd 3 00 d igital vid eo channels featu ring
premiu m content. A ccord ing to G eorge R amme, managing d irector of E nd emol Bey ond
International: “ C omed y is one of the most important genres in the online world , and there
are staggering statistics on the nu mber of followers, views and su bscriptions from comed ic
Y ou Tu bers and Vine stars.”
In terms of its own activities, R amme say s: “ This y ear we have lau nched several comed y
channels, inclu d ing S H FTY in the U S with Vine’s ‘Q u een of C omed y ’ Brittany Fu rlan, who has
over seven million followers. W e also signed a d eal with K ev A d am, a comed ian and actor
from France with a wealth of cinema and TV cred its u nd er his belt. K ev has three
million Facebook fans and over a million Twitter followers, [so] we lau nched a new channel
called K ick On.”
In terms of the interplay between d igital and TV med ia, R amme say s: “ D igital d efinitely
play s a k ey role in find ing comed y talent for television. W e’re seeing a lot of talent travel from
online to TV. In G ermany, E nd emol Bey ond has brou ght D r. A llwissend (D octor K now-It-A ll) to
TV with the show Y ps, following his su ccess on Y ou Tu be, and in Braz il we closed a d eal with
P ortas d o Fu nd os to d o the TV d istribu tion. W e also bring ou r ex isting TV formats in the online
world . A good ex ample is the G erman comed y show C ircu s H alliG alli with Jok o and K laas,
which ju st won a R ose d ’Or award and has over a million Facebook lik es. W ith K ev A d am, we
have been look ing to mirror his film and TV su ccess online.”
R amme has no d ou bt that online is pu shing the genre forward . “ Online is a great platform
for comed y talent,” he say s, “as y ou can be more ex perimental and interactive than with
trad itional television. D igital vid eo is lead ing the way, lik e M TV has d one the past.”
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Web Therapy began life on the internet

well with World’s Craz
iest Fools With Mr T.
That’s a clip-based show that we have sold to
more than 30 territories. I think part of its
appeal is its connection to what’s on the web.”
There are interesting developments in the
comedy market, says eOne head of television
J
ohn Morayniss. He points to Welcome to
Sweden, a kind of comedic equivalent to
Lilyhammer. “
Created by Amy Poehler’s
brother, Greg, it’s a sweet, character-driven
comedy about a US man who gets married to
a Swede and goes to live there. It was
commissioned by TV4 Sweden, but produced
in English, and then was picked up by NBC.
It’s now in season two.”
Israel’s Dori Media, meanwhile, is having a
lot of success with its comedy series Little
Mom, which won best comedy at the 2014
Rose d’Or Awards. A primetime comedy for
Channel 10, it is being remade for TF1 in
France and TET TV Ukraine, with US and
Polish versions planned. “
The show is
successful because it deals with a topic that
mothers around the world can relate to,”says
Dori CEO and president Nadav Palti.
Finally, Red Arrow International joint MD
Henrik Pabst has secured worldwide rights to
Safety First, a Belgian comedy format from
Tim van Aelst, creator of What If?and
Benidorm Bastards. Set in a security
company, it was a ratings hit on Belgium’s
VTM, having outperformed its channel
average by up to 63%. TBI
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MIPCOM:Latin Hot Picks
Latin distributors will be out in force at MIPCOM with a selection of hot new drama projects.
Emiliano de Pablos speaks to the main players about what will be creating heat at the market

FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELSLATIN AM ERICA –Sitiados
Fox International C hannels L atin A merica's
newest TV fiction bet, the highly ambitiou s
love-and -action period series S itiad os, mak es
its mark et d ebu t at M IP C OM .
Teaming the U S stu d io with C hile's broad caster TVN and prod u ction hou se P romocine,
S itiad os raises the ante in terms of TV d rama
prod u ction in the L atin A merica region.
" This is the first premiu m period -TV series
ever mad e in L atin A merica," say s E d gar
S pielmann, ex ecu tive VP and chief operating
officer at FIC L atin A merica.
The series “relates an event of historical relevance, a story of great creative wealth and
interest, capable of attracting pan-regional
au d iences, which su rely will work well in
E u rope and L atin A merica” , he ad d s.
S hot entirely in the A rau canía region of C hile
and S antiago’s old C errillos airport – where
prod u cers bu ilt a 6 00-sq u are-metre fort – filming ran for over 1,000 hou rs across 8 5 d ay s,
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u sing more than 2,000 actors. The prod u ction
team nu mbered 3 00.
C hilean helmer Nicolá s A cu ñ a d irected the
pan-regional cast, led by C olombia's A nd ré s
P arra, M ex ico's M arimar Vega, C hile's
Benjamín A cu ñ a, G astó n S algad o and
Francisco M elo, and A rgentina's M acarena
A chaga.
The show is based on an original id ea by
C armen G loria L ó pez , the ex ecu tive d irector of
C hile’s TVN, who co-penned the script with
A rgentina's W ilfred o Van Brook .
It is inspired by the siege of Villarrica in
C hile, a historic event that took place
between 15 9 8 and 16 01, in which 5 00 S panish
settlers were tak en prisoner in their own village and only 22 su rvived . The series mix es
love and d rama with the d ramatisation of the
only d efeat the S panish ever su ffered at the
hand s of a native people.
E d gar S pielmann say s the d rama has three

main attractions to lu re international bu y ers.
“ First, the scripts are highly creative, innovative and moving,” he say s. ” S econd , we chose
a recognised , highly talented cast, with whom
au d iences can empathise. Finally, it has prod u ction q u ality and stand ard s u nmatched in
L atin A merica.”
The 8 x 6 0' series will lau nch in the L atin
A merican pay TV mark et by mid -2015 , on pay
TV channel M oviecity, then continu e on
regional free-to-air TV operators inclu d ing
C hile's TVN.
FIC L atin A merica's M IP C OM slate also
inclu d es E l C apitá n, a premiu m TV series
prod u ced in M é x ico by Telemé x ico, again with
a pan-regional cast, and C olombian teen
d rama hit C u mbia Ninja, a Fox Telecolombia
prod u ction in its second season that has
alread y been licensed to TV operators in Italy,
S pain and several territories in the eastern
E u ropean region.
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GLOBO INTERNATIONAL –Caribbean Flower

Telenovela Caribbean Flower, a classic story of
love and adventure, is Brazilian giant Globo
International's newest show at MIPCOM, says
Raphael Corrêa Netto, Globo’s executive director of international business.
Penned by Walter Negrão, author of the 2011
International Emmy-nominated telenovela
Destiny River, Caribbean Flower debuted
successfully in May on Portuguese pay TV
channel Globo. It eventually captured 179,000
viewers and a 5.9% share, becoming the mostwatched telenovela on cable in Portugal.
It has already been licensed to several countries in Latin America (Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Dominican Republic, Peru, Paraguay, Uruguay,

El Salvador, Chile, Honduras), as well as to
Hungary in Europe and South Korea in Asia.
Under directors Jayme Monjardim and
Leonardo Nogueira, the telenovela portrays the
relationship of Cassiano, an air force fighter
pilot played by actor Henri Castelli, and tour
guide Ester (Grazi Massafera). They have been
in love since they were young, but everything
changes after they are conned by Alberto (Igor
Rickli), who wishes to fulfill his secret dream of
marrying Ester.
“Audiences worldwide cannot resist a good
love story featuring beautiful actors with a
well-written plot, which is exactly the case in
this telenovela,” Corrêa Netto says. “In

addition, its paradise-like setting is filled with
breathtaking beaches, plenty of sunshine and
lots of colour, as well as references to the rich
culture of the Brazilian Northeast. It’s the full
package.”
Shot in Brazil's Rio de Janeiro-based Globo TV
studios, and northern state Rio Grande do Norte
and Guatemala, the shoot lasted two months.
Caribbean Flower's production is in line with the
trend of bringing a film look to TV drama.
The powerhouse Brazilian producer has
invested in the ‘American night’ technique,
filming during the day and treating the image
to render bluish night tones. Globo also used
cameras to capture the 360° flight of the jets,
to make viewers feel they were inside the
aircraft.
After 40 years of handling its TV productions
worldwide, Brazilian giant Globo enjoys a
strong position in Latin America, Portugal and
Africa's Portuguese-speaking countries.
In one of its most recent international moves,
Globo has just struck a deal with Mexico's
broadcaster Azteca to launch an exclusive
telenovela slot on Azteca 13.
“The agreement reinforces the presence of
Globo’s dramas in Mexico, where Brazil Avenue
has enjoyed great success,” Corrêa Netto says.
Azteca replaced Brazil Avenue with telenovela
Trail of Lies, another highlight of Globo's 2014
catalogue.

CARACOL INTERNACIONAL –Fugitives
A ired su ccessfu lly by C olombian network
C aracol TV from A u gu st 4, thriller series Fu gitives
is sales d ivision C aracol Internacional's top new
show at M IP C OM this y ear.
A prod u ction by C lara M aría Ochoa's Bogotá based ou tfit C M O P rod u cciones, Fu gitives
ex plores the d ark sid e of ju stice, tack ling the
story of Ju liá n D u arte – play ed by S panish actor
E mmanu el E sparz a – an engineer sentenced to
20 y ears for a crime he d id not commit.
A band oned by his wife, D u arte is also u nable
to see his son.
“ This is an engaging series, fu ll of d rama and
su spense, with the necessary rhy thm to lu re TV
au d iences,” say s Berta Oroz co, C aracol
Internacional sales ex ecu tive for W estern
E u rope, A frica and the M id d le E ast.
S hot entirely in C olombian locations, which
inclu d ed the d epartment (ad ministrative region)

of S antand er in the central north and L a
G u ajira, in the C aribbean region, R ed S carlet
and G oP ro cameras were u sed to shoot most of
the action scenes in Fu gitives, giving it a
d istinctive look and sty le, Oroz co ad d s.
D espite the short time since its TV bow in
C olombia, C aracol confirms that Fu gitives has
alread y been sold into Bolivia, C hile, C osta R ica,
G u atemala, Nicaragu a, P anama, P aragu ay and
the D ominican R epu blic.
“ Bu y ers alway s look for innovative content
and u npu blished stories,” Oroz co say s. “ These
elements are the pillars of ou r su stained growth
in L atin A merica and fu rther mark ets lik e
E u rope, A sia and A frica, where we are ex pand ing more and more.”
“ Fu gitives’ tech innovations, su ch as the pioneering u se of U ltra H D 4k format in a TV series
record ing in C olombia, are a sign of the finely

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM

wrou ght character of ou r prod u ctions.”
A nother C aracol TV series highlighting at M IP C OM will be S hot of G race, abou t a theatre
actor who is hired to impersonate a d ru g
k ingpin.
It is the fru it of a coprod u ction alliance with
M ex ico's Televisa. S hot of G race is jointly sold
by their respective international sales arms.
TBI October/November 2014
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CISNERO S M EDIA
DISTRIBUTIO N –
Criminal Mastermind

TELEVISA INTERNACIONAL –I Don’t Trust Men Anymore
Mexican giant Televisa's new telenovela
I Don't Trust Men Anymore follows the
company's long tradition of adapting classic
TV melodramas from its vast library to the
tastes of today's TV audiences.
Based on the novel of the same name by
celebrated Mexican writer Caridad Bravo
Adams, the new adaptation, penned by Aída
Guajardo, preserves the structures and characters from the previous TV version, which
was produced by Televisa in the early
nineties. Although suggesting some social
conflicts and focusing on issues of the modern Latin American woman, “[the telenovela]
keeps original script essences: love stories
with doses of intrigue, betrayal and passion,
typical elements of melodrama, in which we
are experts,” says Claudia Sahab, director
for Europe at Televisa Internacional, the
conglom's international sales division.
I Don't Trust Men Anymore centres on a
poor girl with a great talent for tailoring
haute couture – played by actress Adriana
Louvier – who becomes the head of her
family after her father is killed in a robbery. Accused of causing her father's
death, she finds a lawyer (Gabriel Soto)
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who defends her, and the drama and love
story unfold.
A TV powerhouse that produces an average of 10 telenovelas a year, Televisa filmed
its new show in stunning locations in
Mexico, making it visually richer, Sahab
says.
“This is a classic telenovela, a perfect
product for our regular international clients,”
she says. In Europe, Televisa maintains longterm, volume deals with a large list of TV
broadcasters in countries including Romania,
Slovenia, Hungary, Serbia and Spain.
I Don't Trust Men Anymore debuted on
September 1 on Televisa's Canal de las
Estrellas in Mexico in the competitive
6.15pm telenovela slot, averaging a standout result of a 17.5 rating and a 33.6%
share.
As the world's largest producer of
Spanish-language content, Televisa launches
between two and three new TV shows each
international market.
Further Televisa debutant programming in
Cannes market includes Nicandro Díazproduced telenovela Until the End of Time,
an adaptation of Telefé's series Sweet Love.

C isneros M ed ia D istribu tion (formerly
Venevision International) is selling its newest
TV prod u ction, the real-life-crime-inspired teleseries, C riminal M asterM ind .
Based on Venez u elan jou rnalist Ibé y ise
P acheco's best-selling non-fiction book S angre
en el D ivá n (Blood on the C ou ch), the series
tells the chilling story of a highly respected
Venez u elan psy chiatrist who regu larly play ed
mind games with his patients that lead to
sex u al abu se at his clinic. W hen the d octor's
d ark sid e is d iscovered by a female patient, he
k ills her. The story then focu ses on the victim’s
mother and her q u est to ex pose her
d au ghter's k iller.
The series has an international cast led by
M ex ican thesps S ebastiá n L igard e and L orena
R ojas and has been d irected by Venez u elan
A braham P u lid o, u nd er the conceptu al su pervision of International E mmy -nominated TV
prod u cer and writer M arlon Q u intero.
Internationally k nown for its regu lar telenovela fare, with C riminal M asterM ind C isneros
M ed ia d iversifies its TV fiction catalogu e, targeting late primetime programming slots for
y ou ng ad u lt au d iences.
“ C riminal M asterM ind represents a new prod u ction line within what ou r affiliated companies – C aracas-based Venevisió n and M iami's
Venevisió n P rod u ctions – u su ally prod u ce.
H owever, d ecad es of ex perience in telenovela
prod u ction gave u s enou gh grou nd ing to face
this new hy brid format,” say s C é sar D íaz ,
C isneros M ed ia D istribu tion vice-presid ent.
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TELEM UNDO INTERNACIO NAL –Los Miserables
Telemu nd o Internacional is coming to C annes
with L os M iserables, its S panish-langu age
ad aptation of Victor H u go classic L es
M isé rables.
The series fits into the ‘classic telenovela’
category, say s M elissa P illow, E u ropean sales
d irector at Telemu nd o Internacional.
“ The main character, play ed by A racely
A rambu la (L a P atrona), is a female version of
the main protagonist of the book , Jean
Valjean,” P illow say s. “ S he is u nju stly incarcerated and then mu st stru ggle to su rvive
once released , all of the time being persecu ted by a police agent, who is comparable to
the book ’s Javert character. S he also stru ggles
for the cu stod y of a y ou ng girl, the d au ghter
of her d eceased friend , whom she had
promised to tak e care of.”
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Telemu nd o’s in-hou se prod u ction u nit,
Telemu nd o S tu d ios, and A rgos Television are
on prod u ction d u ty. The series, which has a
contemporary setting, was filmed in M ex ico.
Telemu nd o hopes the fact that the telenovela
is inspired by su ch a well-k nown literary
classic will spu r international sales.
“ W e ex pect this to be a best seller globally
not only becau se it is a classic title with an allstar cast, bu t also becau se its story line inspired
by su ch a famou s piece of literatu re,” say s
P illow, It has cau sed great interest amongst
acq u isitions teams and au d iences world wid e.”
In the U S , the show d ebu ted on the U S
H ispanic Telemu nd o network at the end of
S eptember. L atin broad casters are free to
acq u ire the show right away, and there is ty pically a lead time of abou t six -to-eight week s

for partners in the rest of the world as they
read y their local versions.
P illow say s it is in early talk s abou t sales of
L os M iserables in some territories, bu t as
Telemu nd o’s big new lau nch, M IP C OM will be
the first time that most bu y ers have had a
glimpse of the d rama.
C annes is a k ey mark et for the L atin d istribu tor, P illow ad d s. “ It is the best opportu nity
for u s to close important d eals with E u ropean
and A sian broad casters,” she say s. “ NA TP E
for ex ample, is a trad e show that caters mu ch
more to North and S ou th A merica. M IP TV and
the L A S creenings are also important mark ets
to meet clients, and potential clients, from
E u rope and A sia, as well as North and S ou th
A merica; however M IP C OM and NA TP E have a
greater attend ance.” TBI
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Licensing and merchandising is intrinsic to children’s TV production, but what market is there
for the products associated with high-end drama?Jesse Whittock finds out

Adult licence
P

eople are hitting the shops. The
global licensing and merchandise
market is worth hundreds of
billions of dollars, with retail sales
growth steadily increasing year-onyear. In TV circles, the business is most closely
associated with children’s TV financing – all
good kids TV execs know the long-term plan
has to include a master toy partner.
However, a lucrative market for high-end
drama-inspired L&M is also developing as
content companies cash in on their rating hits
– who would have predicted a Game of
Thrones-inspired Wines of Westeros range
hitting supermarket shelves when the HBO
series first launched?
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“
The really interesting new model that has
emerged is that the consumer is creating the
demand,”says Greg Economos, senior VP,
consumer products at Sony Pictures
Entertainment.
Whereas L&M is considered a vital cog in the
greenlight process for an animated children’s
TV show, most dramas are original conceptions
that have no instantly recognisable connection
with a merchandising range. SPT’s biggest TV
hit, AMC drug drama Breaking Bad, was in its
third season before the appeal of ancillary
products moved beyond the niche end of the
market, for example.
“
Once the third season of Breaking Bad had
happened, we started to work with specialist

retailers like Hot Topic and Spencers in the
US,”says Economos of an initial strategy to
launch specialist merchandise lines that
would appeal to that particular set of bingeviewing followers.
“
With the success of that programme, other
more mass-market retailers like Target, KMart and Walmart saw the success, and by the
fourth and fifth seasons we had very much
moved into the mass market, which is where
you’re going to make the majority of your
revenue.”
By the end of the show’s run, Breaking Bad
was no longer a cult series, signing off with
10.3 million viewers (
6.7million in the allimportant 18-49 demo)
. Follow-up prequel
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Opposite:Breaking Bad. merch:
This page Sherlock and Doctor Who

series Better Call Saul, which is scheduled for
early next year, will reap that popularity and
launch with more brand equity.
“
We’re feeding the marketplace with
elements from Breaking Bad that have Better
Call Saul elements to let the market know it’s
coming,”says Economos.
Indeed, the only currency guaranteed to
drive a new TV drama’s ancillary business on
launch is brand awareness. “
I would have to
say that without some sort of equity behind it,
like Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., [
you can’t
immediately create L&M strategies]
, says
Economos. “
If you have the equity, you can
probably start straight away, as you have the
brand.”
“
With Breaking Bad there was no brand; it
really had to get into minds and the culture
before we could begin a programme. It is all
about the content – it has to be compelling, with
elements and characters you can pull out and
create merchandise from that makes sense.”
BBC Worldwide saw an immediate
opportunity in sci-fi drama Doctor Who upon
its relaunch in 2005. “
Some of our partners
now have been on board since the Ecclestone
reboot,” says Clare Piggott, head of
merchandising for the BBC’s commercial
arm in the UK. “
They have very much become
strategic partners in terms of licensing.”
However, BBCWW waited until the second
season of Sherlock to really make an L&M
push – this despite the enduring popularity of
the Sherlock Holmes literary brand. “
We tend
to let series bed in and seed with fans, and see

how they resonate,”says Piggott, who joined
BBCWW in 2013. “
It wasn’t really until season
two that we looked at how we could launch an
extended programme.”
After strong initial fan reaction to the TV
show and a Sherlock poster launched through
the BBC Shop, a product strategy was drawn
up and creative elements around the
campaign developed and then rolled out. The
key was to identify the “
iconic items”in the
show such as unusual wallpaper of 221b
Baker Street and to then “
focus down quickly
on them”
, says Piggott.
That particular example led to an iPhone
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case, while the door of Holmes’ famous 221b
Baker Street home became a keychain. “
The
market is absolutely there thanks to the
growing global proposition [
of TV drama]
,”
says Piggott.
Economos and Piggott both agree that
focusing on “
very specific”iconography and
symbols that resonate with the dedicated 18to-49s who are driving the ‘Golden Age’ of TV
drama is the key to boosting sales. “
There is
certainly a market for these types of ranges
where fans really want to associate with
shows,”says Piggott.
With Breaking Bad, this meant creating
product around Walter White’s pork-pie hat –
the most obvious visual symbol of the
character’s metamorphosis from mildmannered chemistry teacher to ruthless drug
kingpin – and other, more subtle elements such

W e’re feeding the
m arketwith elem ents from Breaking
Bad to letpeople
know Better Call Saul
is com ing

Greg Economos,
Sony Pictures
as the franchise logo for the ‘Los Pollos
Hermanos’ fried-chicken chain, which is
actually the front for New Mexico’s largest methdistribution operation and became a popular tshirt in the cities of the US and Europe.

Asylum of the Daleks –originally a TV episode –now has its own brand equity
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Targeting that genre that bridges children’s
TV and adult-themed programming – tween
and teen content – is equally an intricate
process. Roberto Ricci, a former executive at
kids producer Rainbow, is about to launch
The Red Harlequin. This is a story-led
property set in a dystopian world in which
nations are divided by colours.
The L&M rollout of the brand will see a hiphop dance contest and associated music
launched digitally this autumn after the
digital books have been created, with
executives concurrently speaking with TV and
film producers about adapting the brand as a
live-action franchise. The multi-platform
approach is a deliberate attempt to capture the
teen audience.

Above, the popular ‘I
Am Sherlocked’ and right,
Sherlock door key ring
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There is a market
for these types of
ranges, as fans want
to associate with
these shows
Clare Piggott,
BBCWW
“
Teenagers are on all platforms,”says Ricci.
“
It is very hard to get their attention span to
focus on any particular brand, and that’s why
TV and film were always planned to come
after [
launching on other platforms]
.”
Similar to the TV companies’ approach of
identifying key signifiers of a property, Ricci is
working to get Red Harlequin’s signature
colour-themed concept into shops as a
high-end fashion brand.
“
Every type of category is a way of telling
the story,”Ricci says.
It seems that just as in television
distribution, shows’ L&M offshoots are
finding new routes to market. Economos
says one innovative way of using the TV
screen to drive retail sales was the Breaking
Bad after-show spin-off series Talking Bad,
which breaks down the on-screen action
through in-depth discussion and pushes
people towards the Breaking Bad world at
exists beyond the television screen. “
That
really drove people to the Breaking Bad store
online,”he says.
The Sony exec says online sales are a key
part of Breaking Bad’s growth, while
BBCWW’s Piggott says they are also a
“
growing”part of BBCWW’s CPbusiness via
portals such as the BBC Shop.
However, she says “
bricks-and-mortar”
shops remain equally as important, pointing
to gimmicks such as launching themed popup shops an excellent way to attract fans and
encourage deeper engagement. She cites
Australia’s Doctor Who Pop-Up Shop, which
includes a ‘Sherlock Corner’.
“
Fans will queue, engage with the brand,
stay in-store for hours as an experience, and
make careful buying decisions,”says Piggott.
“
That’s a bit of change that can be adapted for
the adult market.”
What is clear is the belief that TV drama’s
current purple patch is leading to growth in
consumer product revenues.
“
One of the ways we saw this crystallise
more recently was, coming off the back of the

regeneration of Doctor Who with Peter
Capaldi, the Doctor Who Tour,”says Piggott.
This saw Capaldi and co-star J
enna Coleman
meet with fans in various cities around the
world. “
We’re used to seeing US studios
bringing out the stars of the children’s
business, but to take the stars of an iconic
British adult drama on the road in key
territories is a significant illustration of [
the
impact of premium TV drama]
,”says Piggott.
Perhaps the worlds of older-skewed CPand
TV production are not as far removed as they
might first seem. “
Every dollar that we’ve
made goes back to the production of the
show,”says Economos. “
Shows cost a certain
amount to produce, say US$2 million an
episode for high-end dramas, and they don’t
get greenlit unless all the revenue streams
hold up. Merchandising, Blu-rays, DVDs,
international sales have all has to add up to
make sure the episode is not being produced
at a deficit.”
That’s food for thought as executives settle
down in the evening with a bottle of Westeros’
finest grape. TBI
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Buyers
Briefing

Top commissioning and acquisitions executives from some
of the world’s leading linear broadcasters and online
services talk about their buying wishlists and how they
deal with rights negotiations in these exclusive interviews.
Stewart Clarke, Jesse Whittock and Andy McDonald report.

Nam e:Dan Korn
Title:Senior VP and head of
programming, Discovery
Networks Western Europe

volume for consistency. We build our programming up in a
sedimentary fashion, with the base being the US content, the next layer
acquisitions – programmes and genres we can’t get from the US – and
the cream on the top is the stuff that we make.

TBI: What is the mix of acquired, original
and content from the US Discovery
channels on the pay channels in Western
Europe?
Dan Korn: Discovery works on a syndicated
model, so we get a lot from the US. I would
say approximately 40% of our content is driven by the US networks,
another 30-40% is acquired and 20-30% is commissioned.

TBI: So you will always look for volume and a large number of episodes
with acquired programmes?
DK: Ideally, yes, but we will take a risk if we love it – for an Auction
Hunters, Dynamo: Magician Impossible or An Idiot Abroad. It’s a
competitive environment, and we’ll come in early if we think there is the
potential for something to become a returning series.

TBI: Do you commission on a pan-regional, or a country-specific level?
DK: The Holy Grail is to create pan-regional hits like Wheeler Dealers.
In reality, local commissions often need local talent and personalities, so
our expectations for series that will work everywhere are realistic.
Another thing we have done is take a show like Inventions that Changed
the World and cut in hosts from different countries.
TBI: How are the commissioning teams structured?
DK: There are two parts to commissioning. DNI commissions come
under what was J
ulian Bellamy’s role as VP of production and
development. Eliz
abeth McIntyre oversees factual, while Sarah
Thornton is vice president of production and development, factual
entertainment. They are looking for projects that will work globally and,
because they are based in the UK, across western Europe. Then we also
have programming teams in all of our major territories, Spain, Italy,
Germany, Holland and the UK, looking for bespoke projects.

TBI: What are you looking for now in terms of new programming?
DK: Ob-docs and celebrities with passion projects, engineering
programmes and pop science. Pop science is in need of reinvention, and
we need to get to the next iteration, although Mythbusters remains a
stalwart. We’re also keen to reinvent natural history.
TBI: Historically, Discovery was known for seeking all or most of the
rights to a programme; is that still the case?
DK: We are more flexible than we have been in the past. We understand
it is competitive, and the days when we could always take everything off
the table are gone. However, we are a rights-holding business, and
sometimes we will take all of the rights.

TBI: Which original shows are performing well for you?
DK: One series that gets stronger and stronger for us is Wheeler
Dealers, which is very successful. Naked and Marooned with Ed
Stafford, now called Marooned with Ed Stafford (
he now has some
clothing)
, is also doing well. Engineering shows like How Do They Do
It?and series like Salvage Hunters, which play in free-to-air in some
territories, are very successful as well.
BI: What is the strategy with regards to acquisitions?
DK: We look at what we get from the US and, once we have a picture of
the content coming from the US networks, we have a clear idea of as to
what to buy and what to make. We’re in the business of creating longrunning franchises. When buying, you are looking for significant
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Nam e:Victoria Jaye
Title:Head of TV content,
BBC iPlayer
TBI: Tells us about the current BBC iPlayer
content strategy.
VJ
: We relaunched the iPlayer earlier this
year as a single design working optimally
across all screens. That’s really about us
evolving iPlayer to be a primary gateway to
the entire BBC televisual offer of live TV
channels, on-demand programmes,
iPlayer-exclusive content and archive content being showcased in one
place.
TBI: Is there something in particular about comedy that lends itself to
the online viewership that you have for the iPlayer, as you have in the
piloted BBC Three comedies online?

We’re particularly looking to online to drive new forms of comedic
output, different-shaped content – potentially more topical and more
reactive [
than television]
.
TBI: What originals are you going to look to commission next?
VJ
: We’ve got an original season of programming on science fiction.
There will be more exclusive drama to be announced coming down
the track, exclusive episodes of some of our most-loved
entertainment and drama brands, more festivals and events, and
others.
TBI: Are you actively soliciting pitches for different types of content?
VJ
: We commission, we work through linear commissioning, and we
draw on expertise. Right now [
because of ]our budget, we tend to
work with writers who really want to go on this adventure with us
with the iPlayer.

VJ
: Comedy is a genre that we know performs brilliantly online. It’s
also interesting that within traditional network television, the
opportunities for comedy are fairly finite around sketch shows, format
or narrative scripted comedy.

How many commissions come from the indie community?
VJ
: We work with indies as much as we do in-house. In fact, our
recent original comedy shorts were produced by Pet Productions.
There are forthcoming announcements around other original
programmes for iPlayer being produced by independent production
companies, and we continue to work well with in-house.

Nam e:Brad Wood
Title:Director of acquisitions, Comedy Central UK

content for Comedy Central UK via our on-going relationships with
suppliers like Avalon, FremantleMedia and Endemol.

TBI: What channels do you buy for and what are their headline
programming needs?
BW: Comedy Central and Comedy Central Extra in the UK and
Hungary, Comedy Central in New Zealand and Paramount Comedy
in Russia. While the backbone of our schedules is US sitcoms and
animation, I am keen to see anything funny from anywhere in the
world. I want to find the next best thing in comedy.

TBI: What should distributors know about your channels before
pitching content?
BW: Our mission is to seek out the funny in everything and make
our viewers’ days just that little bit happier. We want to own every
flavor of comedy and therefore are looking for funny content in all
shapes and siz
es.

TBI: Should producers and distributors seek out acquisitions people
at a local level, or is buying handled centrally?
BW: We handle acquisitions on a territory-by-territory basis. We can
point you in the right direction if needed.
TBI: Do you commission locally?
BW: Yes. We have been piloting some multi-camera sitcoms, filmed
in the UK. Those which go to series will be syndicated via our
international channels. We are trying to find a break-out series in the
non-scripted genre too – it just has to be very funny and something
that works across key markets. Stand-up is something we produce at
a local level to bring recognisable talent to the channel.
TBI: Do you have long-running deals with major studios and
distributors?
BW: Studio content accounts for a large percentage of our inventory,
but we don’t have formal output deals with any of the majors. In the
last few months we have acquired some exciting UK secondary
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TBI: Which windows are you buying for and, separately, what types
of on-demand rights do you require?
BW: Rights are constantly evolving depending on the territory, but
SVOD box-sets are on my agenda, as they help build audiences and
bring them back to the channel. An extended catch-up window in
the form of reverse EPG is on the horiz
on, too.
TBI: What is the key challenge facing buyers in today’s market?
BW: There is increased competition for
eyeballs and content, with more and
more channels launching and OTT
platforms like Netflix and Amaz
on
entering the market.
For a channel like Comedy Central, for
which acquisitions form an important
part of our schedule, we need to secure
enhanced rights at a competitive rate in
order to compete on an even playing
field.

TBI October/November 2014
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Nam e:Karin Heijink
Title:VP, payTV channels,
Modern Times Group

programmes for 2015, and we are now committing to pre-buys for 2016.
For our other channels we are looking for long-running series to strip in
prime access and late night next year.

TBI: What channels do you buy for and what
are their headline programming needs?
KH: We buy for our portfolio of factual
channels and movie channels across the
Nordics, Central and Eastern Europe,
Russia and CIS and Africa.
For our movie channels, which range from premium first-run
channels to thematic library channels, we buy a wide range of US
studio titles as well as independent European titles. Our greatest reach
in factual is in Europe, where our brands are Viasat History, Viasat
Explore, and Viasat Nature. We also have the real-crime channel Viasat
Crime in Africa.

TBI: Do you buy and prebuy on a pan-regional basis, or is the process
country-specific?
KH: For our factual channels we pre-buy and acquire on a pan-regional
basis, and on average 60% of programmes are exclusive premieres.
We focus on content that is relevant for our European audiences and are
always looking for programmes with a local angle and a local story. A
good example is Aircrash Detectives, which is a production from Like A
Shot that we committed to at an early stage.

TBI: Do you have acquisitions people at a local level, or is buying handled
centrally at your European head office?
KH: Our acquisition is managed centrally from our London office, so
please speak to our team in London.
TBI: What is the cycle – are there times of year you are focused on buying
and prebuying?
KH: We are constantly looking for good quality, and when it comes to prebuys we work around 12-to-18months ahead of the premiere date. For
Viasat History, for instance, we have already secured our tent-pole

Nam e:Will Ennett
Title:Head of payTV content, TalkTalk
TBI: What platforms do you buy for, and how do their needs differ?
WE: We buy for the TalkTalk TV platform, which is made available to
TalkTalk broadband and phone customers in the UK through a
YouView settop box. We’re Britain’s fastest-growing TV service, with over
one million customers just 18months after launch. We’re a hybrid
platform, licensing content for linear IPTV, DTT free-to-air and video-ondemand to bring our customers a wide variety of content and the
flexibility to tailor their package to meet their needs.
TBI: What offerings are working best for TalkTalk?
WE: TalkTalk is a platform and so has a variety of different content for
different audiences. Most of our customers are new to pay TV and are
perfectly happy with the free-to-air channels available and the record,
pause and rewind live TV functionality on our box. Customers also have
access to all the free catch-up services such as BBC iPlayer and ITV
Player. Our higher-tier triple-play pack now comes with seven Sky
channels included in the package and entertainment content from Sky
1, Sky 2, Sky Living, Sky Arts and Sky Sports News.
TBI: What family content works well?
WE: TalkTalk TV is also fast becoming a destination for family
entertainment. To give you a sense of the typical TalkTalk family, our
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TBI: Which studios do you have multiyear deals with – what have been
the notable successes from these deals in recent times?
KH: For our premium movie channels in Russia we have output deals
with Warner Bros, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution,
NBCUniversal International Television Distribution and Sony Pictures
Television, but we also work with other studios, independent distributors
and Russian producers for those channels.
TBI: What should buyers know about MTG?
KH: We are open to invest in content at an early stage. Even though our
factual and movie channels have a large footprint, we don’t broadcast in
key territories such as the US, Germany, Spain and the UK, so please talk
to us at an early stage, as we could be the perfect partner to provide some
early funding and guarantee great reach outside those territories.

most popular content for a long time was
Peppa Pig, only recently topped by the
movie Froz
en. Additionally, we have been
growing our transactional video-ondemand business, TalkTalk Box Office, and
a recent deal with FilmFlex has
significantly expanded our library of movie
rentals.
TBI: What should distributors know about
TalkTalk before pitching content?
WE: TalkTalk TV’s audience is typically a household who wants a little
more TV, not a lot. Most of our TV customers are upgrading from
Freeview and have never had pay TV content before. Therefore, when we
acquire content, we are interested in shows that appeal to these
customers, encouraging them to try paying for content for the first time.
We largely acquire ‘packaged’ content, so we are particularly interested to
talk to any providers who have a package of content or a channel they
are interested in retailing – be this in linear or non-linear fashion. We do,
however, also buy individual progammes, particularly in the kids genres.
What types of on-demand rights do you require?
We acquire non-exclusive subscription on demand rights. Additionally,
we also offer movie rentals on-demand on the platform through our
partnership with FilmFlex.
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Nam e:Mandy Roger
Title:VP, content acquisitions,
Pana TV

African films and series out there – 12 Years a Slave and Mandela’s
Long Walk to Freedom, for example – and local African countries’
news and current affairs as well as more educational content.

TBI: Tell us about the business, where you
operate and what business model you are
using.
MR: Pana TV is a global video-on-demand
platform that offers a vast collection of
premium African entertainment sourced
worldwide to create a truly pan-African
viewing experience. Pana TV’s content is categorised into movies,
music, television, lifestyle, educational programming and kids, with the
aim to provide an unparalleled online viewing experience that will
educate, entertain and enlighten users about Africa.

TBI: What should distributors know about Pana TV before pitching
content?
MR: That we are an African content platform, but consider all diaspora
as part of Africa, so African-American or Afro-Braz
ilian content, for
example, is still something we would look at as long as it still has
strong ties to and represents the continent well. We encourage new
partnerships, whether it be advertising, sponsorship, content
bartering and ad-revenue share deals.

TBI: What programmes are working best for Pana TV?
MR: Currently we are finding that all our shows are working very well,
as we cater to a large demographic. The highly acclaimed film Half of
a Yellow Sun, which we were highly proud to acquire, has even been
doing phenomenally well for us in the US, and has launched
exclusively in the UK on Pana TV. Our award-winning series and
African films all get a lot of traffic, as do our kids programmes and
African fashion shows, which come from across the continent.
TBI: Are there shows that Pana TV doesn’t have that you would love
to run on your platforms?
MR: Absolutely. We would love to have some of the phenomenal

Nam e:Nick Thorogood
Title:Senior VP, content and
marketing EMEA, Scripps
Networks International
TBI: Tell us about your current
programming strategy.
NT: What we’ve been trying to do at
Scripps is take our world-class
programming from the States and
complement it with our local
commissions. We’ve had some
tremendous success with a small team and limited budget. The local
commissions have done well on schedules and served their role, which
is not just to create great viewing but to get some diversity in terms of
the kinds of food, places and talent we bring on-screen.
TBI: What kinds of programming don’t you want pitched?
NT: We don’t more of what we have. We have established on-screen
talents for that, and there will definitely be new people to go along with
them. One of the great joys of the food world is there are always new
talents emerging. We don’t want the ‘new…’ anyone.
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TBI: What types of on-demand rights do you require?
MR: We require all VOD rights, whether it be TVOD, SVOD or free
VOD, but do take into consideration the producer or distributors’
requests if they do not want the content to be available for free
streaming. Most content is behind our subscriber pay wall, but we are
hoping, through a combination of grants and partnerships, to be able
to offer educational content for free.
TBI: What sorts of windows are you buying for?
MR: We buy for both exclusive and non-exclusive windows. For
content such as Half of a Yellow Sun and other top-quality production
we are prepared to pay for that exclusivity. However for the majority of
other content we do not believe in warehousing producers’ rights.
Pana TV firmly believes in and encourages the distribution of African
content internationally.

TBI: How do you work with indies, and what are your terms?
NT: Certain types of indies are better to work with us than others.
We need to retain a lot rights, and that is part of the deal if you want
to work with us. We also need people who make the process a joy.
We are a small group of people; our budgets are not tiny by any
means, but not huge, so you have to engage with us in a
collaborative process. We believe that way we can deliver world-class
content at a reasonable price.
TBI: Describe a perfect Scripps Networks International EMEA show.
NT: The original idea for Scripps Networks International was to
mirror the US business, which has a library of 10,000 hours. When
we do original production, the cost differential is huge compared to
archive, so we have to justify that we can really make every penny of
that work for us in every territory. By trying to be clever how we
commission and create these shows, we can let them work hard on all
channels.
TBI: How do you run these shows?
NT: Clearly, we have to window them. This lets our viewers know Food
Network is the home of some talent and that Travel Channel has others
–J
onathan Pang is face of Travel Channel in EMEA, for example. TBI
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IAN JONES, CEO, S4C

LAST WORD
IAN JONES

How coproduction returned to Wales
became chief executive of S4C, the
Welsh-language broadcaster, in early
2012, at a time of major change within
the industry. This change has not only
reshaped our sector, but also how we at
S4C work – including our strategic approach to
coproduction.
Up until 2003, S4C had a respected
presence on the global stage as a distributor
and coproducer. However, following the
Communications Act 2003 and the changes
to our Terms of Trade that saw programme
rights revert to the production companies,
S4C’s international presence reduced
significantly.
Since then, in partnership with production
companies in Wales, we have been active in
seeking coproduction opportunities. As well
as allocating some of S4C’s commissioning
budget for coproductions, in 2011 we
launched a coproduction fund, which invests
equity in such projects on a commercial basis.
Our coproductions are funded from a range
of sources, which may include the S4C
licence fee; equity investment from S4C’s
commercial coproduction fund; licence fees
and/or equity investments from other
broadcasters both UK and internationally;
funding from the Welsh Government; the EU
MEDIA scheme and/or Film Cymru Wales;
UK tax credits for film, animation and highend drama; distributor advances; income

I

from presales; and producer investments.
The best-known example of this is our
flagship drama Y Gwyll/Hinterland, which
came about following a submission by Welsh
producer Fiction Factory. S4C recognised the
need for a detective series on the channel.
Based on the uniquely Welsh setting and style
delivered in the pitch document, we were
keen to develop the idea through to
production if a funding package could be put
together. Discussions followed between S4C,
All3Media International – which went on to
handle UK and international sales of the
show, Fiction Factory and its parent company
Tinoplois, BBC Cymru Wales and the Welsh
Government. These efforts led to the funding
being raised from the following sources: the
S4C licence fee, All3Media International’s
distribution advance, S4C coproduction fund
equity investment, Tinopolis equity
investment, Welsh Government funding, a
BBC Cymru Wales acquisition fee and an EU
MEDIA grant.
As well as creating a Welsh version for S4C,
an English version of season one was
produced, with the strategic intention of
marketing beyond Wales. Filming back-toback in English and Welsh had positive
financial implications. As the scenery is a
central character to the series, many of the
landscape shots could be used for both
versions. Of course, this dual-language

We’re witnessing an encouraging increase
in the number of producers approaching
us with coproduction ideas and projects
for back-to-back-filmed dual-language
productions that can be taken to
international and domestic broadcasters
180 TBI October/November 2014

approach also meant something that was
inherently Welsh had the prospect of going
global.
Y Gwyll/Hinterland returned international
prominence to S4C as a broadcaster of highquality drama and has illustrated that Wales
has world-class talent, which can compete on
a global stage. The first season has sold
around the world to over 25 territories and to
Netflix in the US and Canada.
Once we wrapped season one, the
international market was explored for sales of
the Welsh-language version. We’ve all seen
the growing international trend of audiences
becoming increasingly comfortable with
subtitled content, and we were pleased that
French broadcaster DIZALE and the Belgian
broadcaster VRT bought it. Following BBC
Four’s UK broadcast of the English version,
we received plenty of feedback: many viewers
expressed they would have preferred the
‘original’ Welsh version – with subtitles. This
is particularly exciting for us, and we’d be
thrilled to see the Welsh language spread
beyond the British Isles.
Together with our programme producers,
S4C is once more benefitting from our
relationships with broadcasters and
producers in other countries, including
France, Germany, Australia and, as we
recently announced, South Korea. We’re
witnessing an encouraging increase in the
number of producers approaching us with
coproduction ideas and new concepts for
back-to-back
filmed
dual-language
productions which can be taken to
international and domestic broadcasters.
There’s no doubt that coproductions take
more time and effort to put together than sole
commissions, but we’re excited at the
increasing opportunities for S4C to engage in
coproductions and the creative and financial
benefits which they generate. TBI
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